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A 1110(111AM OF EDUCATION INACCIDENT PRE-
VENTION, WITH METHODS AND RESULTS.

I. HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION.

N0 movement in eduCation in recent years has taken hold of the
imagination and emotions of the American business man nipre effec-
tively than education in accident _prevention. This appeal to the
hu,ine,s man is'perlmps due more than anything else to the fact that
Nv livn the educator begins to talk of edoCatiOn in terms of saving
Hannan lives he is using a language that is comprehensible to the
man -outside of the profession. Furthermore, the business man has
become taroughly acqnaint,,2id with the possibilities of educational

ii.leavor in the reduction of accidents in the industry of the country.
Early in the twentieth century the employers in the steel industry
conoived the idea of the necessity, of conserving the lives of their
employees and the elimination of deaths and serious injuries to the
lal;orers. Furthermore, they conceived the problem originally as a
matter of guarding machinery so that it..would be made as nearly as
possible proof against carelessness on the ,part of the employees.

Those interested in the reduction of accidents in. the steel industry
soon discoN;ered, however, that little progress could be made through
mechanical means, and changed the emphasis from the introduction

mechanical devices to guard machinery to the instruction of the
employees in methods of work that would guard the workers against
unnecessary accident. The upshot of the matter was that the num-
ber 'and seriousness of the accidents decreased in a very marked
way. The effect of this safety movement may be clearly shown from
a table giving thesafety.experience of a large steel plant from 1905
t(i 1917. The experience of this plant is of particular ipterest since
complete accident records were available for such an extended period.
There is .a .pronounced, although not entirely regular, decline in
-both the frequency and. severity of accidents during the. course of,
the period covered by the statistics.'

U. S. Departmeneof IAbor, Bu. of Labor Statistics, June, 191A, p.18.
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TABLE 1.- 'refitiene am/ xerity (41 aceideHls.

Year.

Amd.
ruler (d ys

Accident lost r
!Yeomercy 30( y

. 300,Lay ra tot (per WI leer,
workers. 1.000 of in 'Wing

:R1n,day acllo*iancr
workers t. Inc deaths

and
permanent
disabalities

1905....
1900 ..

!WIS..
1906 ..
1910

1912

1I I:1:

1911

:
1915

i 1916
1917 .

.

:

1

i
1

I b

6,406

74, 5 5
6,215
7,642
5, 774
7,395
,6527

4,711

0,6.14
10,982

o

:104

214
1 Al
150
174
134
112
1M
116
74

R5

.t4. 5
:.1.3
1s.. 1

N. 9
It. 7
19.9

ti
14.3
21.3
12.2
20.6
12-4
12.9

The effect of the safety campaign may ie further illustrated by a
study of the acciddit statistics of the Conunonwealth Steel Co. for
the years 1913 to 1918.

TABLE 2.AGeldessl atatteticte: Commonwealth Sleet Co,

Irmr Deaths 1.nrit-1.1m
Compen-
Satire
cases.SAV

1913 ? 430 330
1914 414 169
1915 .0 I Al OR

2211919 ,
1917- 1 1 371 18
1913 . .,.. ... 0 i 1,14

Compro- Days
sat ton

rewired celme.

und" (actuk.

tan, 015
9, 139
2., 822
7,639
9, 175
4, 391

7.1

2.3
2.6
1.1
.6

The result 'of the remarkable re( ion of a idents in the steel
industry led to the creation, in 19 , of the Nati nal Society for the
Reduction of Industrial accidents.. Which later became the National
Safety Council. From the time of the organization ot the society, its
leaders felt that the fundamental way of eliminating accidents was
through education, and that this education should be carried on in
the schoolsnot merely the engineering schools, but the public- schools.
Many efforts ilerp made to induce educators to undertake safety in-
struction and some progress was made along this line. A number of
books, such as Sure Pop and Safety for Little Folks were prepared
at the suggestion of the National Safety Council, and used very widely
as supplementary readers.

The superintendent of schpols. of Rochester, N. Y.,- published a.
monograph consisting of topics adapted to the various grides,'and
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placed this list in the hands of the teachers of that city. There was
however, no attempt in this monograph toIsuggest a method of incor-
porating the instruction in the regular subjects of the curriculum,
although the list of topics was an adinirable one and served as an
adequate 'basis for instruction where teachers were 'trained in -the
proper use of the data presented.

.

The monograph had little direct iniluence, however, in extending,
safety, instruction it fthe schools outsidt; of Rochester. Teachers elae-
where who became familiar with the suggestions for the Rochester
course of study were unwilling to undertake accident iuSitruction, be-
cause! of the fact that the Rochester course meant: the addition of a
new subject to the curriculum, or the introduction of this addititihal
material into a single subject, such as civics. To the overworked
teacher, an enlargement of the number of subjects or the crowding of
safety material into any single subject meant an extra burden that she
was unwilling to carry. Furthermore, superintendents -wore not will-
ing to urge reluctant teachers to undertake the' extra burden. ,and
safety instruction Was not`introduced into many schools.

The National Safety Council, assisted by State bureaus of labor
and others interested in safety education, next attempted to pro-
mote safety by ata appeal to the State legislatures, with time result
that Ohio, passeded a law requirin Y every teacher to devote one-half
hour each week to the instructi 1 in accident preventiOh. Penn-
sylvania followed with a law in MO, but no progress was made
through these efforts. /Fhe teachers in general disregarded the lay.
What was needed was not legislation, but a satisfactory method of
teaching safety.

.

While the NatiomSfety Council was busily engaged in promot-
ing plans for safety instruCtion in the public schools of the country,
other influences .Were.at work to'make their plan easier of introduc-
tion into the schools when once worked out. The World', War-with
its calamitOns loss a life created a demand for man power that
turned the thought of the country toward human conservation. The
war made us conscious olthe criminal and wholly unnecessary loss of -'
life from Accidents and added greatly to the growing opinion among
educators and others that a plan of education in accident prevention
should be worked out and put into operation as a part of our school:
curriculum. In 1917, after our entra6ce into the war, Prof. George
D. Strayer, of Columbia University, was appointed chairman of a
committee of the National Education Association, and was instru-
mental in organizing this committee for-the consideration of plans
for the 'reconstruction of education to meet the new dematO put
upon us by-the war, to eliminate the weaknesses of our educe-.
tional system discovered as a result of the war. Supt. John W.
Withers, of the St.- Louis schools, who was a member of the com-
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mittee, was appointed chairman of a sialti,nittiv On eduraition in
health. The; pressure of his duties as :superintendent made it im-
possible for him to do the active work of the committee, and lied
requested the writer to work out the details of -the program.

The writer associated with 'him in this task. the members of the
faculty of the Barris Teachers College and they began a programof
experimentation. A little study soon demonstrated that while there
was an enormous loss of life, and Much ill health and suffering
resulting from an inadequate health program in our schools, the
requirements of human conservation as contemplatA were much
larger in scope than those of eliation in health. These require--
meats called for a plan of educatien in accident prevention as well.

It was at this point in our investigations that C. W. Price, gen-
eral manager of they Naiional Safety Council-, approached Supt.
Withers and suggested that he introduce some sort of safety instruc-
tion in the St. Louis schools. The general manager bri41 no plan to
offer. .however, after considerable further experimentation a plan
was prepared and published in 1919,2 and since that time, and as a
result of the St. Louis plan, extensive interest-has been aroused in
safety education throughout the country. One of the first cities to
follow SL Louis was Detroit.. The superintendent of Detroit schools
authorised the publication of a pamphlet giving suggestions for
safety instruction in 1920. In the same. year the superintendent of
the State of Oregon prepared a similar monograph whit+ was placed
in the hands of the teachers of the entire State: liye opening of
the school year.in September, 1921, the Cleveland board of education
had followed St. Louis and prepared a course of study for the first
six grades. The definiteness and'suggestivenem of the plan of teach-
ing safety met with such favor among educators that education in
accident prevention has-become recognized as a,vital part of the cur-
riculum (if schools in.all parts of the. country.

The department of education of Pennsylvania .is now preparing a
course of study for the teachers of that State. Chicago is preparing
an-outline for that city. These various programs follow in general
the plan worked out in St; Louis. The contribution made in each
of these publication's is that of adapting the program to the needs
of the different communities and centers with which the educational
authorities are dealing, and shows that (he work in St. Louis was
the pioneer !effort that stimulated so wide an interest in the 'promo-
tion of accident prevention which is being undertaken generally
throughout he country.

See Edu lion in accident prevention. by D. George Payne. -Published by Lyon &

. Ca memo, bkago and New York.
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II. THE NEED OF EDUCATION IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION.

The need of education in accident prevention is now generally
recognized: but. it is necessary -here to ontline'ttider. a !minter of
heads the .imperative necessity of taking immediate steps in our
selnwils to insure adequate instruridn.

(A) AN ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC ACCIDENTS.''

Tliv relatively great importance of publi accidents as a factor
in accident mortality has been signally Icinonstrated' by statistics
from several sources. An nnnlvsis of fatalities through aceident
in tile United States for a single week ending August 4S, 19.4, shows
Mat. of 1,2os accidental deaths, no fewer than 7ti. or 62.7 per vent,
were caused by public accidents: 39. or 29.7 per cent. were the rosult

Hifi accidents; and the remaining 91. or 7.6 per cent, were the
result of home accidents. These data were gathered by the National
Safety Council with the cooperation of '2 O4) city and county coroners:
the (...retaries of .35 local slifet. 01councils, and 8,6) represent atives of
the National' Safety Councirs inembet companips.t Second. out of
20,415 accident claims paid by the Travelers' Insurance eo. during
the year 1920, only 3.126, or 15.6 per cent, wet-60;6:1AM us home
accidents; 7,572, or .17.8 per cent, were included, in the occupational
;.''rti444.1, and the remainder, 9,317. or 46.6 per cent, were public acci-
dent, of one kind or another. summary of 91,896 claims paid
over the live-year period, 1916-1920, shows about the sure per-
centage distribution: Third, a consideration of the causes of nevi-

-, dental deaths for the entire UnitelkSt,a eles -for '1919 shows that thee
leading causes' were falls, automobiles, burns, railroads, and dtown
ins. Of these, burns result largely frOM home accidents; falls are
iobahly more equally livided among public, home, and industrial

accidents; but the three remaining causesautOmt)iles, railroads,
and drownings-are almost entirely public accidents These facts are
sufficient evidence of the enormous amount- of intensive safety work
that is still to be done in the .11eld of public accidents.

There were approximately 75,500 fatal accidents in the continental
United States during 1919, of which number 55,500 were males and
20,00 females. This-estimate is made from the United States census
Bureau*S statistics for the 'registratton area, which comprises over
ii;( per cent, of tke population of the entire country.. A distribution
of these accidents by the more -important causes follows.

'R.-port of committo. on public acchicot:Vististics. Public S:cly Section. National
Safety Connell: Sept. 28. 1921.

't'oplus of thi casualty list will be :alit to ieubers of the National Safety Council or
to educators upon requeot to headquarters.
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TABLE in continental e dited Oates (luring 1919.

t'ause.

tittles.

Number. Rate per
100,000.

I Feu

Number.

ales-
igileAr

Automobiles 7,372 2, 453 4.7713.77
Railroads 6,878 12.85 1.74Falls 6,503 12.15 5, 370 10.44nrow nines 6,302 11.78 916 1.3Burns (exclusive of eon flaiiral ions) 3,314 6.19 1,58* 0.92Mines 2,686 5.01

2,482 4.61 414 .ti
2,440 4.57, 121 .75Deleterious pees 2,417 1.62 1,139 121Other vehicles 2,145 4.01 3s1 .55Street oars 1,875 3.50 487 .95Other acute poisonine 1,359 2.54 821 1.39AU ether causes .., 9,640 18.00 2,4136 6.12

Total. 56,420 103.54 20,125 39.12

Total, 1914 58.6 117.24 18,338 2110

Combining the male and female deaths shows the principal calms
arrayed as follows:

TABLE 4.- -Fatal accidenlm in rutted Mates (1919), wale and female combined.

CORM. Number.
Rate

Proini!.

Falls 11,673 1131
Automobiles '9,82.5 9.34Burns (not mall atria lorts) 7,962 7.63Railroads 7,773 7.0Ilrovinings 7, 218 8.18

An analysis of fatal accidents in the United States for one week
ending August 28, 1920, shows that the following were the more im-
portunt causes of death :

TABLE 5.-Causex of, fatalities in the United States far week endinp .4 Biwa-%,
28, 1920.

Cau,e Males. Females. Sex not
staled. Total.

Automobiles 239 74 313
Steam railway 219 33 252
Drowedngs, 127 20 4 151
Falls 85 17 1 103
Street railway. 41 9 50
Mines 39 39
Gunshot 36 a . 39
Burns and scalds 13 20 38
A Bother causes SR 22 .239

Total 1,005 198 ' 5 1,10

The relative importance of some of these causes vapies with the
seasons, and their order of supremacy is not typical of the entire
year. For example, for the whole year 1919, falls were .first,
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mobiles second, and burns third.; for the week ending Aiignist
1920. falls were fourth, automobiles first, and burns as far down as
the eighth.

Preeminent among the preventable causes of death stands the
automobile. In 1015, there were 2,145.664 automobiltts registered in
the United States, which caused approximately 5,900 fatalities. In
1920, with 9,211,295 automobiles in use, the number of deaths mounted
to about 10,640. These figures exclude the fatalities which oc-
curred as the result of collisions of automobiles with heavier vehicles.
such as railway engines and street cars. Such 'fatalities represent
about 7 per cent of all other automobile fatalities; therefore a. com-
plete estimate of the automobile deatiliss in the United States for
the year 1920 reaches the alarming figure of 11,358. The attached
curve (Fig. A) shows the trend in the automobile death rate since
1912.

0°
..., 00°
S,,ti

i 1
''',011°

14'404 pi.
1,000 Au

"obi le, .

Ibt rq fen. sfle Ilea
Fin. A.Deatha from automobile accidents In 04 registration area. 1912-1920.

These estimates for 1920 are made possible by statistics on auto-
mobile fatalities for 62 cities of the United States, which are sum-
marized in the following.table. The-assumption was made that the
percentage of increase (1920 over 1919) shown for the 62 cities was
approximately the same as for the rest of the country.

TARTY. 6.--.1tifts0thile fatalities in 62 cilieR of the roiled Mated.
Mote per million population.1

191.1
1910
1917
1919
1919
1920

Year. Population.

23,317,162
23,982,727
24,508,1X12
25,0M,352
25,560,244
28,096, 366

Number.

Fatalities.

1,831
2321
2,,044
3,444
3,561
3,880

Rate.

78.5
96.8

124.2
137.11
148St 3

T1.
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It is significant to note that while the automobile deatt rate has
greatly increased during the past six years., the fatality rate from
other types of vehicles has steadily declined. The following table
shows the facts:

TABLE 7.- /littAft MV rehiCififir J. cities of the United Stole;
WI:0-1920.

Mate, per million populat ion.]

Year. Population.

Automobile.- "Street Atr. Rail% ay. Other
veldclec, All vehicle:.

Num-
ber. 1;a; e.

Num-
ber. Rat Num-

ber. hate. Num-
ber. Rate, Num-

ber. Rate.

1915. 15, 866, 800 1,274 ff1.3 559 3.1.2 960 54.2 403 25.4 3,096 105.2
1916 16, 206,450 1,5M 96.6 668 41.2 1,057 6.'. 2 497 30.7 3,787 213.7
1917 16,551, 899 2.057 24.3 785 47.4 1,078 6.3.1 388 21,4 4,308 210.3
1918 16, 897,362 2,230 137.9 787 46.6 1,014 60.0 359 21.2 4,490 285.71919 17,244,398 2,468 143.1 576 33.4 723 41.9 265 15.4 4,032 231.
1920 17,591,p 2,670 151.8 515 29..8 711 40.6 214 12.2 4,121 211.4

1 (ray horse-drawn, but includi 1g h.icyc es, motor cycle', and ; irplane,

During this six-year period the automobile fatality rate in these
:!,5 cities increased 89 per cent, while street-car fatalities showed a
decrease of 15.3 per cent, railway fatalities a decrease. of 25.1 per
cent, and "other vehicles" a decrease of 52 per cent.

The following table goes into more detail concerning the type of
vehicle involved- in traffic accidents:

way rf hieulor totalities in .52 cities of the United Statex (luring
the; ( ale.nelar year 1920.

(Rates per million population: Population 13,209,773.)

Ninigf vi
fl

:Comfier. Rate.
Per cent

of all
vehicles.

Automobile 2,070 156.0 5S,6Street ear 500 38.4 11.4
Railway engines and train* 747 3 21.2
Motor cycle.. 71 5.4 2.0
Bicycles 12 0.9 11.3
liorso-drawn.vehicles
All other vehicles

101
1

7.
1.4

3.0
a a

All vehicles 3;531 26(1.2. 110.0

The National Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau has made
an interesting analysis df collision accidents sustained by automo-
biles insured ,against damage to themselves. CollisiOn between two
vehicles caused most of the accidents.
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TABLE O.Analyst*. of collision accidents.
-

Car collided with Number
of neck
dents. ,

Per cent.

2

2
7

60
24

.6.
.4

no:01)M
Curbing
Ditch or embankment
lloil,ling (on entering or leaving same)
Another vehicle
Any of her object
l'p,ct s o itliout-prior collkinn .
1 ral: nown

.

, -- * '

153
282 i
178 I
555'

4,M0 ,
1, 879 '

25
12 ;

7,665 100.0

In connection with automobile accidents, it should be stated that
ithev

t.tr ation of motor-vehicle laws between States, and even more
so between municipalities, is ,confusing and often dangerous to the
pedestrian and motorist alike. F,or example;,the minithmn jot for
drivers for 37 States of the Union varies from014 to 1$ years, \Wale
in tilt, remaining 12 States there is no minimum age requirement.
Sonic States examine all applicants for driving licenses, but other
States do not even gauire Motorists to obtain licenses.

Neatly all State laws make provision for the suspension and revo-
cation of licenses for jttst c tttAs, but many. States are lax in enforcing
that. portion of the law. in contrast is the excellent work of the
Massachusetts examining and investigation department, which dur-
ing 1919 suspended 1,013 licenses and revoked 856. There must be
closer cooperation between police departments and motor-vehicle
commissions, Ao that traffic laws may be rigidly enforced and the
violators thereof adequately _punished.

There were approximately 11,t00 deaths from falls. in the United
States in 1919; 6,500, or 54.0 per cept, being males, and 5,400, or 45.4
per "cent, being females.. An analysis of 5,928 personal falls ,made
by the Oregon State Industrial Commission for.the period 1916-1919shows the six leading causes to be:

TAm.E 10. Analyst* of eritonal (ails.
l'er cent.stIlInbling, tripping--

33. 4Scaffolds, stagings_
1 8Poles, trees

, 0. 5Railways, platforms, etc
, 5. 4Ladders

5. 2Floor openings
5.2

Tire ordinary mortality, experience of the Prudential InsuranceCo. for 1916-1920 showed 516 deaths due to falls, of which number249, or 48.3 per cent, are classified as home accidents; 124, or 24.0per cent, as public accidents; 59, or 11.4 per cent, as industrial acci-dents, and 84, or 16.3 per cent, are not specified. A summaryeof the
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Pkidential's industrial mortality experience for the period July 1 to
December 31, 1920. shows 572 fatal falls, distributed as follows?.
Home, 194, or 33.9 per cent; public, 85, or 14.9 per cent; industrial,
134. or 23.4 'per cent ; not specified, 159, or 27.8 per cent.

Drowning causes ,a comparatively greater number of deaths
among males than females), Of the 7;218 fatglities in 1919, 6,302,
or 87.3 per cent were males and 916, or 12.7 per cent were .females. ,
The following table shows the trend of drowning accidents for the
five-year period, 1915-1919:

TA !Hi. 11.Denth,/ from drowning in the limited States (estimated Irons rnitof
Wales legux reports on the registration area).

Year. Males. Female,. Total.
- - - -

1915 8,117 1,533 9. 659
1916 7, 795 941 8, 735
1917 0.612 b30 7, 442
191* 6, 006 = 945 6, WI
1919....., 6,302 916 7, 214

The number of deaths due to drowning varies, of course,. -with
the seasons. Drowning ranked fifth-among the causes of death dur-
ing the entire year 1919, but was third in importance during the
week ending August 28, 1921.

Some interesting information on railroad accidents may be gleaned
from the Accident Bulletin of he Interstate thrum en* Commission.
Fro the following table it appears that of the total number of
petsoiks killed only about 4 per cent were passengers, whereas over
34 per cent were employees: .

TABLE 12. -- Railroad accidents in the United States.

Year.
Total

number

210,729
194.5'11
109,848

Pam"'gets
killed .

301
471
310

I

..,

All em"ployees
tilled.

3,348
3, 491
2,454

.("herpersons
killed.

6,435
5;322
4,716.

Total
casual-

ties.

10,(
9,21
7,48

__._

1917
1915
1919_

About one-fifth of all the above casualties were clue to highway
..grade-crossing accidents as. follows:

TABLE 13.Highvay grade-crossig aceidents in the (1n tied Stales permw
killed.

Number
Year. of seei-

1 dents.,

Total
casual-

ties.

Trains strati ig or being struck by

mans.
Antonio-Anto
biles and
trucks.

Trolley
Cara.

Other
vehicles. 1st mous.

1917... 4,071
1918 3,

81901919.

1,909
1, 852
1, 784

452
375

1,063
1,131
1,232

17
28

7

336
241
lee 3
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- A summary of the elevator accidents in the United States, reported
by the public press for the period of January, 1913, to July, 1918,
shows 978 fatalities and 1,386 nonfatalities, distributed as follows:

T ICE 1 4 .--Sontmery cierator accidents.

Fatolitle,. N onfatalities.

Number.

4 d7
36

5311

7

Per rent.

41.6
3.7

M. 0
3.7

Wit 0

Number

569
77

779
It

1, 3N3

cent.

Public
I,

Semipublic.
10,1:1, rinl .

INot , it lit."'T Wise clasal tied

Total

41.1
1.9

A
8
2

0.

100.0

This'table clearly shows the importance of the elevator as a cattse
of public accidents. The ordinary mortality experiene for the Pru-
dential Insurance Co. shows a total of 28 deaths by`- elevators" for
the period 19164920. Of these; 14 are classified as public accidents,
12 as industrial, 1 home, and 1 not specified.

The folloWing table shows the public elevatOr accidents distributed
by MUM :

TABLE 15.Public elevator aCf:idetipt di4tribute4 Ay cause.

Fatal. Nonfatal.

Number Per cent. t Number. Per Gent.

Fell Into shaft from landing floor, or due to mibtion afar 150 36.>v 121 21.3Crushed between car and sill colluding floor or frameof door . 150 36.86 107 18,8Accident occurred inside of shaft 96 21. 60 3.30 9.8.0Not otherwise classified
11 2. 70 11 1.9

That
407 101.00 669 100.10

Experience compiled by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin
shows the following for the period January, 1915, to July 1, 1920:

TABLE 16.

all!. Into shaft from floor or from car
Crushed between platform and oar, or between platformand gate, or between side andgate

Aliecidents occurtug iu shaft,
of otherwise classified

Total

Fatal. *Nonfatal.

77

7 149
5 142
8 tfi

20 481

These facts point out that a large proportion of the fatalities occur
at the shaft door, and that comparatively few can be attributed to
broken cables, falling cars, hOisting machinery, and so on.'
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Data compiled from newspaper clippings of aircraft accidents for
the year 1920 show a total of 49 accidents, involving 59 deaths and
29 injured. Of those killed 35 were pilots and p passengers. For
the first° months of 1921, 40 accidents were reported, with 14 fatali-
ties and 52 injuries. An analysis of. the 40 accidents occurring in
1921 shows that (7 of the number were due to poor piloting, and
that.10 were due to poor fields or the lack of proper landing places.

The rapidly increasing popularity of the airplane promises a new
menace to the public. This has been demonstrated time and again,
as, for example, when a Navy seaplane side-slipped to the beach at
Pensacola, Fla., on March 2, 1921. and killed five bather?,

(B) SCHOOL LOSSES RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS. i

Statistics have not been compiled to show the actual time lost from
school as a result of accidents to'school children that. do not result
fatally, Ink wit.do have accurate statistics from the registration area
of fatal accidents to school ldren, and we can estima0 the eco-
nomic loss caused by them. In round numbers, there are 15,000
school children killed each year through accidents. ., The expense in-
volved in the education of a school child is about $40 per year for
the whole country. This would make, in round numbers, $600,000

year. In taking as an average five years'
attendance on the part of those children who are killed in accidents
the cost of tuition would amount to approximately $3,000,000 an-
nfially from deaths of school children alone.5 This is the 'estimated
loss in the cost of instruction to the Nation for children who never
grow.to adulthood. The amount is therefore a total economic lom.

As noted above, this loss does not. involve other losses due to non-
fatal accidents, which result in retardation of school work, the loss
of time, and me(fical cost, and, furthermore,. none of these figures
account to any degree for the misery and suffering produce& by the
nonfatal as well as by the fatal accidents.. However, from the money
standpoint alone, the numbers are serious enough to justify an effort
on the part of educators to reduce accidents through' school instruction.

(C) THE POSSIBILITY OF REDUCING ACCIDENTS THROUGH
EDUCATION.

Later in this bulletin data will be presented showing the results
of education in accident prevention, in the reduction of accidents
to school children, and also to adults in the ommunity whereisafety
education is carried on. It is well to note ere however, under the

0,

need for education in accident prevention t school instruction
reduces. accidents. It is also Well to note that and effective achieve-

For the basis of the computation, see School health administration, by Rapeer, p. 31.
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ment in the reduction of accidents must be brought about through
educational endeavor.

(D) THE FUNCTION OF THE SCHOOL-

The trend of modern education is distinctly in the direction of
placing emphasis upon the development of controls in the individual
as the aims of educ.tional endeavor. The purpose of education is to
make society more effective in carrying on its Work, and to insurethe individual the most adequate adjustment to the social life of
which he is a part. Obviously, the large number of accidents anddeaths in every community warrants the school in seeking to developcontrols that will protect the child of to-day and the adult of to-
morrow against the hazards of the complex life of a modern Ameri-
can community. We have come to regard as one of the functions of
the school and of instruction that of developing means of protecting
the children against the adverse conditions of life, whatever theymay.be. In other words, we are concerned with the health of thechild, with his bodily vigor, and his safety; therefore, from thepoint of view of the theory and practice of education there is vitalneed of safety instruction.

(E) COMPLEXITY OF MODERN LIFE.
The' need of education in accident prevention is further empha-sized by the complexities of modern life into which the childreec",

are throWn virtuallrw.ithout equipment to meet it. We are hardly
aware until we are made conscious of the fact that the hazards of
modern society have developed so rapidly that neither children nor"adults are equipped to meet them.
-'The recency of the development of present-day hazards is realizedat Once when they are enumerated. Aside from industrial accidents,

resulting froth machinery mostly of nineteenth century origin, therailroads, street railwvs, electricity, gas, and the automobile causethe "or accidents and 90 per cent of the total.' Each of these has
Income a necessity of society within the past generation. Railroads,to be sure, had their origin in the first half of the nineteenth century,but the maximum building period came within the last quarter ofthe nineteenth century and the period of operation and serious acci-dents within the twentieth century. The successful operatiOn ofstreet railways by electricity did not culminate until the nineties,and the period of operation lies within the twentieth century. Theuse of gas as an almost universal necessity has been achieved in thetwentieth century, and the famous national automobile race won in

Chicago, in 1896, with a car that made the remarkable record at thattime of 6 miles in an hour shows how recent is this juggernaut that
9582°---22------2
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accounts for 13,000 souls and millions of property each year in. the
United States. The first deaths from automobiles occurred in
Louis in 1907, and the death curve has rapidly risen since that time.

The point of this discussion is no doubt obvious. These contriv-
ances of man that have become the common necessities of life -arc of
SO. recent developMent that we have not acquired the experience of
protecting ourselves against them and of utilizing them without in-
volving the welfare of others it is not merely the reckless driver
of automobiles that causes accidents. but it is the careful driver
with ignorant pedestrians, anti the speeder wlio caul accidents to
careful/ pedestrians and children. It is ignorance, generally. iii

every case.
There are two ways. moreover, of meeting this Situation.- First. we

may simply let the matter go until by a proce of trial and error
through three or four generations we shall have learned how. to handle
these necessities of life without da,pger to ourselves and others. We
shallLlearn from experience the methods of protection, *but. in the
meantime, other inventions will have taken the place of these now in
use or have supplemented them, and the slaughter will go on. Second,
we may make a study of the cause of accidents and begin a System-
atic plan of educationthe only' practicable method of their elimi-
nation. The purpose of this bulletin is to point the way to an intelli-
gent handling of the accident problem in this country.

III. METHOD OF PROCEDURE IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION
AND ITS JUSTIFICATION.

The preceding discussion has indicated the serious nature of die
accident situation in this country and the need of education to bring
about a. satisfactory condition. The fact that education has proved
to be necessary in the case of industrial accidents convinceS.ns that
the problem of public accidents cannot be,solved without an adequate
educational program. The analysis of public accidents presented in
this discuion indicates the rallf*SirS viewed objectively, but after all
we must seek the causes of accidents in the people, in the individuals
to whom accidents occur. Modern civilization demandS a heavy
traffic upon the streets; it demands that modern conveniences be mil-
ized; it demands that mechanical devices be conserved and made use
of to lighten the burden of man and to provide the comforts that will
afford more time and leisure for the enjoyment of the products of
civilization. So far as we can see, there is no tendency to lessen the
nu r of inventions that will make a more complex civilization and
crew e a larger and larger number of industrial and public hazards.

Therefore, the problem of -accident prevention is one necessarily
of education. The causes of accidents- lie fundamentally within the
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individual. There are three fundamental causes of accidents, and
their discussion will illustrate fully how completely the reduction of
accidents depends upon education. The first of these causes inheres
in the original nature of people seeking-to find expression in a com-
plex environment to which, by the very character of its origin and de-
Neiopruent, it is not suited.

(A) INHERITED TENDENCIE A CAUSE ORACCIDENT.

We have already shown in some detail thtft the pmseht-day public
hazards are of so recent origin that most of thet m were unknown to
the middle-aged man of to-day when he Ness a child. This fact
makes it necessary That we not only redirect the native tendencies of
the present day, but that we redirect the whole social life to meet
these new conditions: but more upon this poini later. The important
point here is that children are born with a .variety of instincts that
are unsuited in the original form of exprecsion to the conditions
into which they are born. For ,instance, the child has at the very

? source of his lifC and the foundation of-his existence the tendency
to play. It is through play that the child develops his physical
organism, that he acquires and organizes his experience, that he
adjusts himself to his fellows, and that he builds up his ideals and
attitudes life. But in the complex life of the city to-day
child can not well exercise this fundamental function of nature with-

7 out' danger of extinction. The mother, burdened with the respon-
sibility of children and household duties, sends the child out into
the yard to play. Soon another child appears on the other side of
the street, or the ball with which he is playing flies across to the
other side of the street. Regardless of the admonition of the mother,
the child darts across the street and into the path of a speeding
automobile with disastrous results. Or suppoge the child, exer-
cising his instinct to climb in the city, comes into contact with the
live wire;. the result is fatal. Thousands of accidents happen each
year to children in the United States from the exercise of these and
other instincts,-and yet we can do away with neither the automobiles
electricity, nor other hazards so essential to human welfare. We
ea provide children, however, with places to play and-teach them .

to use these places.

(B) RAD HABITSTHE CAUSE OF FATALITIES.

A second cause of accidents lies in bad practices, common to Ameri-
cans, and resulting from the fact that our practices, which are formed
into habits in eacli..succeeding generation, are the result of living
under rural conditions in the simple relations of the nineteenth cen-

"Jury. An illustration is in point. During the year 19'20, in the city
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of St. Louis, Vi per cent of all the street accidents occurred at other
places than at street intersections. In spite of the fact that- perhaps
not 1S per cent of-the population persist in crossing the streets without
regard for their own welfare, tlfis large proportion of accidents is the
mutt of the bad pr aattices of this sniall per cent. The reason is
obvious. These accidents do not result from a desire of people to
rush,into danger, but the anxiety of the AMerican..business man or
the desire of the laborer to get to his destination in the quickest time,-
causes the man to sheet the most direct route, regardless 9f others.
With his mind intent upon his objective, he looks neither to the right
nor to tl% left, but follows the lead of habit, with dire consequences
to himself. This illustration serves as a type of cause of accidents
that is very common at the present tune and against Isilich safeguards
can only be provided by the development of new habits, that are
appropriate to the necessities of the complex life of the modern com-
munity. in the iwople of to-day, and particularly in the children of
the schools. -The development of these new habits is a matter of
education.

i (C) IGNORANCEA CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS.

A third cause of accidents is ignorance. We had bemoaned the
amount ofilliteracy found upon examination for the American Arniy,
but the number of illiterates is small compared with the number of
persons who are ignornia of the causes of accidents and the means
whereby accidents are prevented. A recent accident in the neighbor-
hood of my activities illustrates this point. A man of gobd. educa-
tion, satisfactory position, constantly employed, industrious, with a
family consisting of a wife and-several children, whom he suppOrted
well and kept in school, left home happy and contented and went to
his 'place of employment, put in a good day's work, and was returning
to his home to greet his happy wife and children. A wire hung
dangling over the sidewalk. With nothing more profitable to do, he
grasped it and was instantly killed. The same sort of ignorance
accounts for a thousand deaths in the United States every year.

In fact, the three causes enumerated are responsible for all ac-
cidents, whether they result from the instinct of daring that- creates
the reckless driver of an automobile, from the careless handling
of machinery, or from the thousands of social contacts that result
fatally. in ,,the course of a year. furthermore, the only way to
effect,cbanges in these. conditions is through education. This may
be carried. on through the press, from the platform, or in the schools.
The effective means is through school education. This not only
reaches the child and builds up in him the necessary controls dur-
ing his plastiC period of growth, but the intensity with which thew:
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experiences titki. bold of childhood .brings the instruction into the
homes and reaches minas. In fact, it is one of the most vital and
fundamental (111,0;01s of the school to make these particular changes
in childhood. 1.1nis the -school may provide for a new and ever
iltl'ea r01111111'S y of social life and civilization.

IV. THE NECESSITY FOR ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT
SITUATION IN EACH COMMUNITY AS A BASIS FOR
SCHOOL INSTRUCTION.

While- there are ('ertoin general causes, such as tho.se just pre-.
,cnted. 1V-111C11 ore responsible for accidents. no community can go
forward with a program of instruction without a carefutanalysis
of the specific can IISVS within that community which wishes to under-
take the program. 1-or instance, instinctive tendencies; bad habits,
and ignorance are the fundamental -causes of accidents. but the
intrticidar forms in which these conditions express themselves are
not the same even in different sections of the same city. One
mmtion of thii- city -may he congested so that there is scarcely &-
place for the children to play except. in the streem The problem
of education is totally different them irom what it is in another
part of the city where there are plenty of places to play, and stree
tr.;ftie js not a factor. On .the other hand, -the hazards that cause
accidents in general throughout the United States, such as the auto-
mobile, electric current, gas in its various uses, railroads, street rail-
ways, and -the like may be present in different degrees even in
different sections of the same city. and may differ widely in different
cities or in the country. Moreover, the problem of education in
accident, prevention with reference to these problems and the neces-
sity for emphasis may be wholly different.

example will Make clear my meaning. A . careful analysis
of the accidents from public utilities in Ss.: Louis showed that 40
deaths and a thousand- more or less serious accidents occurred to
children between the ages of 6 and 16 years, in the Onee years 191.7-
1919. These accidents were caused by the street cars, electric
we and power companies, and steam railways. Further analysia

showed that the accidents resulted from stealing rides on street.
elms, from skating or playing in the streets, from contact with live
wires1 and from playing on railroad trackSfour causes in all.
Thauses of these accidents to children did not apply equally to
all parts of the. Fity. In some cities and in rural communities
these causes may not be present at ill. These data are convincing.-
They demand that specific studies of the causes and remedies in
each community be made as a basis of instruction for the purpOse
of eliminating accidents, or for the purpose of securing vital ma:.:
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Lula" as a basis of motivkting instruction. I should like to make
an analysis of two types of accidents for-purposes of assisting other
co- mmunities in the -preliminary studies as a bail of accident in-
-struction. I shall make the analysis under two headsnamely,
school accidents' and public accidents.

(A) SCHOOL ACCIDENTS.

Any plan for the elimination of accidents, as pointed out above,
whether these" accidents be public or industrial, before being pot
into operation must he carefully preceded by an analysis of.aecident
-data. Such analyses have been made generally in industrial plants,.

- but little study has been made of public accidents and. nothing up
to the present ,time, with the exception of this *turfy, has been at-
tempted in a large way with reference to accidents to school children.
The present study. therefore, attempts to prepresent a careful analysis
of accident statistics, fatal and nonfatal to children in the city of St.
Louts. Later we shall present conclusions as to light procedure
based upon these data.

rAfit, goad, Seplesololk, 19:4.

Number of
schools.

Number of
onebients,

Popul.o.
uon . Pee I,00.

10.0
11. 4

tO 900
:03

.15 I, Soo 7.N
S 30 4,280 7. I

r. 1,t410 A. 3
IV 100,000 21

Up.to the present time no adequate data, of accidents to school
children not under school supervision are aVilable except the sta-
tisties of fatal accidents wlfich can be-obtained at the coroner's.otlice.'
Statistics of accident o children on the seltool premises and going to
am! from school a to be had.

TABLE 18.Acriffeisla (tenth. of rhildren of *Omni age. .1911..191K, 1919, 1924.

iimAritintinoby .honi fItAstel +.1
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Reboot
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mats)

Pet I ANKI
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Wallop.

6 S
5 900 S.S

3 4 2, 300 4.K
14 3 42 10, 000 4. 2
IS 2 16,000 2.3
2$ 2$ 23, oon 1.3

35, ono . ......
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TABLE 19.Am-ides/al Ifeolh .b.1,loo .10,0,7

1 Pittithwilan mums. I

19-

41,0104,,
t cur. . ....

1VAron
11.1111,44
Than., ... . . .

1.)mum. . .
proor.ing
Ail .14 bee.

7 of I .

It will be noted that there is a wide difference in the number of
accidents oceurring in the various high schools. This fact is fur.
ther shown in Figures B and D.

It can be aslierted that there is evidence of no significant difference
of rendit ionsthat would cause this discrepancy in accident statistics.
Tere is, to be sure, A
a di fference in . the
environment of these
Various schools, such -
as would offer us
dissimilar accident C 11
hazard. For in-
stance, school B is 8
situated in a neigh-

.borlicxxl.which offers nom. 4much greater hazard
than any other be-
cause of street con- r an Z
gestion: But the
causes of accidents it
do not show that the rm. R. Aerldents In MO melstonloA(repre.ent..41 t,T wtors

no lett), fteptember..1915-Innonry, 1920.

Z4

Sat

street -environment'
has anything to do with the number, character, or seriousness of acci-
dents. Sehools E and 0 contain fewer pupils than the others; one is
a school for colored children and the other is a junior high school.
This fact is significant in making the comparison. With these ex-
ceptions in mind the schools may be compared with the fact in view
that environmental conditions do not affect the results. Therefore
the wide variation in the number of accidents is due to the difference
in the attitude of Mind and the habits of the children themselves.
It is the result of a difference in home education and attitude which
has not been largely affected by school training. The data, then, are
symptomatic of a situation that can be'thanged only through educa-
tional endeavor.
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The conclusions drawn from data presented for the high schools
are "tinily true of the grade schools., The environments of ttie
grade schools vary yidely, and if all. other conditions were equal,
there would fie a much larger number of accidents in some districts
than in others. But actually the environmental conditions are not
the vital factor at all. Table 17 and Figure F, are for the grades..

These records show the accidents in 122 elementary schools. It
will be noted from the charts relating to the grades that there are
"sore spots" in which the number of accidents is large. SeVenteen
schools of the 122 report nearly one-half of the accidents. This can

Avera not be explained onge
Daily En- the ground of out-

ow rollment.
/840 side conditions, a s

was indicated above,
/0 although outside con -

B
do affect theamaimmummaimammat 486

number of' accidents
to a degree. The

C 4 Z history of one school
is in point. This
school has had sys-

/42S tematic instruction
in accident preven-
tion for two. years,

/207 . and not a single acci-
dent has occurred
in the school, on

/44,4" the grounds, or on
the way to and from
school. Not a single..

G 9/0 fatal accident has .'c
rm. C.Enrollment in high schools (represented by letters ()CCUtred to a child

tin left). living in the district.
This district, moreover, is one that is most unfavorably situated in
so far as the envir iental onditions are concerned. Three. lines
of street cars run throug 1 the district. One of the most congested
streets in the city lies in the district. Automobile thoroughfares pass
through the district in various directions, and most of the railroad
lines coming into St. 1,oui§ skirt it on one side. Here then is evidence
that instruction in accident prevention may be effective regardless
of the social environment, by creating the right habits and attitude
of mind. It may be said further that this same district showed a
high record. of fatal and nonfatal accidents before instructiolt in
accident prevention began. This district is typical of 'a few where
accidentAinstruction' has been carried on for several years.
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(B) ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC ACCIDENTS IN ST. LOUIS, JANUARY TO
MAY, 1922-FOUR MONTHS.

Analysis of accident statistics is necessary as a basis of instruc-
tion and as a means of providing the causes and conditions forthose who are to give the instruction, namely, the teachers. There-fore, an analysis ,of the accidents in.*. Louis for the first four
months of the year

Per L000
pulation

19
po

22 is presented.
.This analysis will A

18.4illustrate how in-
dispensable it is to
have such data for
ally effective work.
Table 20 presents a
comparative state-
'cleat for the period C Z 7extending from
Jalluary 1 to April
30, in the years n

&P to1920, 1921, and
1922, and the sta-
tistics for the
month of April, E 3 3.
1922. These data
show at once just 4
what the situation 1.4
is at present and
what our problem
is in comparison
with that of former G "
years. More im- Fin. D.Accidents in high schools Vepresented by letters

on left) In September, 1018January, 1020.portant, howevet5
is the specific difficulty at the present time. From the point, of
view of reduction the statistics are favorable except for automobiles,
drowning, and .asphyliation. The serious 'condition at the present
time lies in automobiles, burns, drowning, -falls, street railway, and
asphyxiation. The'table which follows explains itself :

TABLE W.Comparative statement of fatal accidents, all causes: January ,1 toAprii 30, 1922, as compared with same periods 1920 and 1921. I

. . ,
ano arn 191 Ag,

Automobile
32 28 41 14Burns In the homes
16 15 14 4Drowning

, 1 1 6 4
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T.114T.F. 20.--Compaeoti-r $tutrment or ffititi ucefilen I dr.Continued.

1921) 1921 1922 Arra,
1922.

Elevators 4 4
Falls 42 33
Industrial
Steam railway. Ii

.24
15
6 2

Street oars 6 5
Electrorntton 1 1 0
Asphyxia Lite 0 20 4"
Gunshot wounds 1) 5 2
Motor cycle 2

The ;text table relates specifically to the age and sex of ths leCed:

TAB 21.A na1ip4i8 of deathn from autonuAiles for the first four month x of
1922 (St. Lonia), sex and ape.

Female n

Total number of deaths ' 41

flecklen** Am of killed.

SChoo4 Air /poo Under 3 _______ it

I /0. 6-10 I

11-15
16-20 ' , -r. .,

I 21-25
_

1

I 11.4 2

81-85 3

36-40 _

41-15 1

S 7.8 , 46-54)
55-06 4

61-65 3

66-70_
4

4

Table 21 indicates

S 4.3 that more it tales are
killed than females.
These data conform
to the statistics

`42 .....p: ,A.3 gathered for the
Fio. 19.AccIdenta In grade achoolii, Siaptember, 1918- United States as aJanuary, 1fvo.

whole, and result

from the fact that there are more men on the streets and that they
are more careless than women. The ages at which the accidents
occur are significant. Twenty out of 41 deaths occurred to persons
over 50, and 6 were children 5 years or younger. Only 3 children
of elementary-schodi age were killed. This indicates, the effective-
ness of school safety instruction. The-following table is instructive:
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TABLE 22.Classification Of 41 automobile deaths according to kind of vehicle,'
driver, and cause.

Kind of vehicle: Cause of accident :
Passenger 25 Speeding

-VP
5

Truck 9 Careless driving 25
1'nkno'. n 8 Crossing in middle of block__ 9

Accident while owner WHR driving_ 32 Coasting in the streets_
7 2

Accident while chauffeur was
driving 9

Table 22 hardly needs an explanatimi. The fact that 25 passenger
cars caused fatal accidents and that 32 ot the accidents occurred
while the owner was driving indicates that recent purchasers of cars
arc concerned in these accidents This fact is further accentuated
by the fact that 30,of the accidents were caused by' speeding or care-,
less driving. On the other hand, the fact that nine persons Were
killed while crossing at places not designated for that purpose shows
that the pedestrian is not educated to carefulness Again, the fact
that. only two children (Were killed from their own fault, namely,
coasting in the streets, Indicates that the schools have perfdrmed their
work effectively.

Two items: of interest concernitcg these fatalities do not appear in
the tables. Ninety per cent of the fatalities occurred outside of the
congested districts and 45 per cent of them occurred between 4 and
8 p. rq. These facts imply that the accidents occur after the children
have reached home from school and are'playing in the streets. and
as 'the adults are going home from their work or business. The fact
that, passengerscars causedthe accidents accentuates these conclusions.

This analysis of accidents would not be complete without including
data relating to nonfatal accidents. These data not only semphasize
the vital significance of a sensible accident prevention nio'vement and
the necessity of safety education, lint also that the real problem in-
yok ed for the teacher is the developmeirt df a safety .consciousness
in. the children through -school instruction. shall preSent four
tables giving the timber and kinds, the causes:the time, andthe time
of injuries of nomfatal.accidents in St.-Louis for April, 1922. A

TABLE 23.7.1erident idatisties for month of .1pril,

Nfinii,ev.of highway accidents of all kinds
Number of automobile accidents
Number injured in automobile accidents
Number injured motor-cycle accidents_
Ni uher injured In bicycle accidents_ .
Number injured in horse-drawn-vehicle acilelents_
Number injured in street-car accidents_ r
Number of fatalities true automobile accidents
Property damage -$45,

920
821
244

10
7

15

121
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TABLE 24.Chussification if causes of accidents fur month of April, 19a.

Causes.
Number

r.onal 1, of Total.injure -. por,onid
i injuries.

Causes not determined 35 ! 102 13,i

Causes given us unavoidable --.
1

3 ' 2 .1

Skidding . i 6 is 51

Driv ing on wrong side of street 1 -5 0 II
Parked too close to tracks.. v

5 4 9
Mechanical defects. 8 21 29

Careless pedestrian!: 51 0
.)

51

Careless driving . 14l 40S ' MY

Auto passing street car white discharging Iassenger: 6 I 0 1

Pulling away from curb without giving signal. 0 In Is
Backing vehicle without iv ing signal 1 2 3
Turning without giving . mal 0 4 4

Stopping without giving gnat 0 0 s
Falls from vehicles. 3 0 1

Driving without lights 0 0 0

Runaway horses. 1 4 5

Incompetent driver 17 , 24i -44

. . Children playing in street '

Total I s.1 737 920

4#

TABLE 25.-7'imc of aecidents (.1101,

12- 1 a. m 1

1- 2 u. of
2- 3 a. m 1

3- 4 a. ni
4- 5 a. m z 4

5- o u. m
0- 7 a. nf
7- 8 a. m >e 8

er- 9 a. in 13

0-10 a. in 25
10-11 a. m 11

11-12 n. m___ 14
12- 1 p. ni 18

,`
TAME 20.No personal injuries;

12- 1 a. n1 0
1- 2 a. m s 24)

2- 3 a m 2

3- 4 a. m 22
4- 5 a. m 20
5- 8 a. m

. 0- 7 a. m 29
7- 8 a. m 31
8- 9 a. m
9-10 a. m 43

10-11 a. m
11-12 a m 8.5

12- 1 p. m 59.

197.?.); personal injuries.

1- 2 p. ri,
2- 3 p.
31,4 11. 111

p. m
5- 6 p.111
0- 7 p. m
7- 8 p. In
Is- p. m
9-10 p.111_

10-11 p.111
11-12 p. In___ _ ..

Tolle!

at the rariouS periods of the day.

1- 2 p. In
2- 8 p.m_
3- 4 p. ni_

_

4- 5 p. .
5- 0 p. m
C- 7 p. in
7- 8 p. m f.

8- 9 p. m
9-10 p. m

10-11 p. m
11,12 p2n1

TotaL

-

10

10

'( 12

10

2

3

o
1

- 0

103

40

t, 34301

20

70

33

25

_ 39

241

30

)

737

I wish to conclude this analysis of accidents with emphasis upon
the statement made at the outset; that is, the purpose of its pre.centa.
tion is to illustrate how any community must proceed if it wislies to
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attack QV problem of carelessness intelligently. I believe that every
reader is convinced that accidents are unnecessary, and that the
remedy for the condition is adequate education. It is furthermore
clei{r that the schools play the most fundamental role in the elimina-
tion of accidents. The next problem is to present the- method by

hich accidents may be prevented through school instruction.

V. THE METHOD OF EDUCATION IN ACCIDENT
PREVENTION.

Vp to this point we have been largely concerned with data which
illustrate the necessity of an adequate program of school instruction
in accident prevention. '' It would seem that the statistics so far pre-
sented would convince anyone that safety instruction should become
a vital part. of the school curriculum. This was the conclusion to
which we came after a thoroughgoing investigation of the statistics: (.
The war with its demand upon the school children of Atherica taught
is the value of utilizing social objectives, namely, the sale of Liberty

bonds, thrift stamps, patriotic appeals. and the like, us a means of
arousing interest in the conventional subjects. We discovered, more-
over, the value of a' sound motive as a means of stimulating interest
in tehool work. .We had foand thro .h the nefessity of the situation
during the" war that Ave could teed ildren more of the conventional
subjects than we had- been aids, to without thestimulus that comes
from the large social interest in a vital 'community" and national.
prohleqi. "-This discovery suggested that a new .motive. might be
folind in the fatalities and loss of property that goes on year after
year and far exceeds the losses of warthe accidents bf the coun-u
try. But could this material he organized andiprepented. in con-
nection with the conventional subjects, An examination of the
subject matter of the curriculum soon convinced us that such was.
possible and that every subject in the curriculum has numerous situ-
ations that lend themselves to the developthent of, habits, knowledge,
and ideals of safety. \
-The method; therefore, of education in accident .prevention Is to

secure the Social result of reducing.accidelk,hy utilizing those situa-
tions whichyaturally develop in history, geography, drawing, Eng- j
lish, and the like. These situations are used to create a consciousness
of safety thit will protect the children against the hazards of the
complex life of the community. An adequate discussion of the
method ofinakinisafety instruction a-part of the curriculum has
been presented and does not need further discussion here ,-,

.

I. 4 See Edo-C.1410n In accident prevention, by E. George Payne. Published by Lyons &Carnahan, New York and Chicago.
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The plan outlined is simple enough and is in line with our present-
day educational endeavor. The plan involves taro distinct aspects,
each 'designed to serve a specific purpose in the elimination of acci-
dents: First, the instruction in safety, as u part of the daily studies,
as suitable situations arise; second, the organization of the §chool into
a safety council or league with adequate committees for the pro-
motion of safety work. The principle for the basis of school safety
is that the school shall become conscious of itself as an organization
in the community and assume for itself the problem of making its
own comniunity safe. This consciousness may also be just as definite
with reference to health,. thrift, or other social necessities as it is
with reference to safety. When a school organization once begins to
plan for its owa welfare, it takes on new life and becomes conscious
of its power and its opportunity as a unit for service;' thus its com-
mittees assume responsibility for the little folk-i as they-cross the
streets going to and from school and fot teaching carefulness on the
Playground and in the school neighborhood. The school is thus
creating a welfare consciousness that makes all its little -citizens
individually interested, not.only in the actions of its own immediate
environment, but in that of the city as a whole.- The children are
thils acquiring training in citizenship that goes far -beyond the im-
mediate purpose for which the children's safety council and activities
are created.

(A) AN EXPERIMENT IN THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
CURRICULUM.

The materials presented here are the results of an experiment in
education in accident preventyin, carried out in the Harris Teachers
College and the Wyman Observation .School as a part of a program
of educational reconstruction. The point of view from which we are
studying ettecation is social, and we are attempting to reconstruct the
curriculum on social grounds. The, purpose is, on the one hand, to
ascertain the kinds of social needs the individual has while in the
school and when he leaves the school for a.place in society outside of
the school environment. This 4mands a knowledge of situations
to which' the individual must adjust himself. Oh the other hand, it
is our purpose to discover the halts skills, attitudes, points of view,
and ideals concerning these social situations that should be developed
in the child by means of the eteTiculum during hisc.school career.
For' instance, by a study of society and its demands upon the in-
dividual going out from schowWwe find that it is necessary that le
possess. certjtin habits, skills, ideals, attitudes, and so forth, relating
to the health, vocational fitness, civic duties and responsibilities, acci-
dent prevention, thrift; and' se'sforth, if he is to be an effective unit in
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the social organization. It is our purpose to develop these ideals,
habits, skills, and attitudes through curricular instruction.

The experiment in teaching accident prevention, then, is merely
one effort of many in process to reconstruct the whole elementary
school curriculum from the point_of view of the-needs of the indi-
vid in this experiment
is threefold. First, to combat the serious menace to human welfare
of thvonstantly increasing number of serious public and industrial
accidents. During`the period of the war, when fewer than 70,000
fatalities occurred from wounds and sickness in the expeditionary
force of more than two million men in France, practically twice
that number of people were killed in avoidable accidents in the
United States. During this same period, when fewer than 300,01X)
persons were wounded in the war, aboutree million personS were
injured from acidents in the United States, most of which might
have been avoided. Every school district in the United States
shares these accidents. These statistics suggest that the problem of
accidents is one that must,be considered by the teacher and school
administrator.

Second, as pointed out above, the material and situations avail-
able in accident instruction afford unusual opportunity for provid-
ing motive in the work in English, history, civics, arithmetic, ethics,
and, in fact, the subjects of the curriculum. ,These situations are
familiar to the child and touch his life in such a Altai way that
nothing we have found is more valuable in arousing- his interest
and activity. The curriculum may be greatly enriched by this addl...
tional subject mattee. The need of accident 'Prevention and the
desirability of creating attitudes and ideals about accidents, both
as a community and individual need, provide unit situations through
which may be taught most sueeemfillly English. history, reading,
and. in fact, all the subjects in the school curriculum. \

Third:, the subject matter of accident prevention helps to make
possible the use of the project meth'od in the presentation of the
various subjects. Since the teacher must seek actual situations

through Which she expects to develop skills, ideals, and -attitudes,
all the -work _becomes actual projects to the child. It furthermore
scializes the educational promises.

These objectives afford, then. the motive for this experinient.
The result of this experiment has been tine introduction of teaching
of accident prevention into the eurrienlum of our schools. An im-
portant-element in the experiment was the determination of the place
of accidentinstruction in the curriculum. When the need of instruc-
tion in accidefit prevention was sufficiently felt for us to undertake

*accident instruction, the first problem was to seek to carry it out
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without the addition of a further burden to the already congested
curriculum. Our first step, then, was to give our attention to the
problem of the introduction of this additional subject matter. Upon
examination of the curriculum we found that the subject matter of
the regular curriculum could be more effectively taught through
the use of accident situations. The following examples will show
how the subject. matter has teen connected with social situations
so as to give meaning to regular curricular instruction and to arouse
the child to the point where he cah feel the- vital nature of the
regular subjects.

READING LFSSON.

The -assignptentThe reading of articles in the ,newspapers and
.magazines bearing on accident prevention selected from any source
within the experience of the child..

Preparation.. --The child is to read as widely as possible from these
sources in order that he may select the best example of a description
of an accident in order that he may read it to the class for the purpose
of leading the class to avoid such an accident themselves. Also. his
purpose is to male such an impression upon the class from_his +ading
that the members will vote to include the selection read in a scrap-
book to be put in the library for future classes and fin. the use of the
school.

Recitation.The children read their- respective selections with
force ; the class discusses the merits and defects of each and finally
votes to include or not to. include the selection the scrapbook for the
library.

Objectiie.First, the pupil acquires the habit of reading the types
of material that every citizen should know how 'to read intelligently.
§econli in the class discussion the pupil develops the capacity\ for the
exercise of critical judgment toward material found in newipapers
and magazines. Third, the pupil gains a great ddal of social informa
tion in the preparation of his particular lesson. Fourth, under the
impelling motive of influencing the class through his selection and of
preserving his selection for future classes, the pupil acquires skill in
reading, in interpretation, and in proper manner of presentation.
Fifth, the pupils actually participate in a social function and acquire
skill and habits in such matters. Sixth, the pupil acquires-knowledge,
attitudes, ami ideals concerning the prevention of accidents. .

CIVICS LESSON.

Astigantent.Notice and read the daily newspapers for one week
and clip all the news concerning coroner's court's activities. The class
selects a committee to visit a coroner's court and.hear an inquest. .All

2 pupils find ,from parents, friends, or any other source all possible in-
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formation concerning the history, purpose, function, and gheral ef-
fectiveness of the coroner's court and inquest in their city.

Preparation Follow the assignment.
Recitation,,* Report of the committee. A discussion of the nature,

function, purpose, and effectiveness of the coroners court. Children
participate freely in the discussion and read any of their clippings
that they think particularly pertinent. The court and its functions
are regarded mainly in relation to the prevention of accidents.

01) jective.First, knowjedge of an important social institution.
Second, participation of the class in a.social exercise in the selection
of a committee to perform a social function for the class. Third,
the establishing of habits in the children of reading newspapers
carefully and critically. Fourth, new points of social contact and
interests! (Nom.One by discovered the need of magazines for
prisoners in the to jail and formed a club of school children to
supply them.) Fifth, the class selects representatives to present
any vital information in the form of four-minute speeches to other
classes in the -School. Thus they learn a new social responsibility
and arire a valuable skill in public speaking on vital matters.

ARITHMETIC LESSON.

Artsynnte ht.Gather data on accidents in city and make problems
front the statistics.

Preparatb,u.Put the statistics into tables, make graphs slid prob-
lem solutions. The following problems are some of those con-
structed by a seventh-grade class and will show how the pupils ate
led to find and' interpret important social statistics in them]) daily
exercises:

1. The 'number of deaths by accident in St. Louis in 1916 was 5.8.
In 1918 the number was 464.: How much was the number decreased
in 1918?. What part was it decreased?

2. There were 510 people killed by accidents in St. Louis in 1917;
75 of these were children under 10, 48 were from 10 to 20 years.
What number beyond the age of 20 were killed in 1917?

3. Six thousand children under 10 years of age were killed by
accident in the United States in 1917. If this number could have
been reduced by 10 per cent by " safety first" how many would have
been saved in 1918?

Graph solutions of accident statistics are frequently drawn by
.pupils to enable them to acquire a knowledge of the kind of statis-
tics and their interpretation that they will need to be acquainted with
in their daily life.

llecitaiion-.Placing problems uiiOn the board,'and the discussion
of the solution and the ways of handling such statistics.

tvige*-22 .3
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Objective.First, the acquisition of skill and judgment in the
handling of imporInt social statistics.. Second, knowledge of acci-
dent conditions in the communitS, and Nation. Thiid, knowledge, of
the different Metluxls of arithmetical solutions. Fourth, skill in
computation.and.in handling. statistics. Fifth. knowledge of sources
of Statistics and ability to gather those statistics anti interpret them.

ENGLISH LESSiN.

1 .(488ignnient.Descriptioft of ceidents I have seen. or of iniagi-
nary avoidable accidentS.

Preparation.Diseussion in class of the varitois ,tridents set4i hy
members and ,.accidents imagined, emphasizing- the important ele-
inents in the story and the points of emphasis: The children are to
think 'over their stories and tell them to their little friends for
practice.

Reeitation.Oral composition. Description in clear Englislo of
an accident within the experience of the child.- A fre disco ion

and criticism of the p'resentation by the class. A selection by the
class of pupils to present their stories to other classes in the school.-

Objectie.First, ability to staid before ,a group of fellows and
ch. Second, Owe'. of oral: English expression. Third,

consciousness of pccident situations. Fourth, proper attitude toward
accidents in the community.

litsmoN,

Amignment.The selection of a street crossing or other accident
situation for a drawing lesson.

Preparationa.Discussiim of the situation and a determination of
the, points of emphasis as a class exercise.

Recitation..Drawing the accident situation under the supervision
of the teacher. Discussion by the class, of thedrawing and the selec-
tion of drawing for displaying in the school, on thebulletin boards.
and in the balls.

Objectire.First, making the children conscious of the situations
that cause accidents. Second, increasing ones drawing ability._
Third, new sense of social obligation in &awing to influence the
members of the school against accidents.

These are merely typical lessons that have been carried out' in
upper grades. It will be noted that each lesson, although the

point of emphasis is drawing. English, arithmetic, -civics, and so
.forth, actually affords exercises in all other subjects. Each !ern 3

is an exercise in civics, English, drawing. and so forth.
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SO DRAMATIZATION.

81

The second means of giving accident instruction as a part of the
cilrricultnii is througli dramatization and pantomimt. This is usually
regarded as a part of the language work, and it affords fine oppor-
tunity for !anging& practice. In the dramatization the children
usually select some dramatic incident conneeted with an accident,
constinct their play, and present it as a part of a classroom exercise..
The pahtomitnes usually attempt to tvproduce accident situati6ns,
lint, by the introduction of the proper means of safety, the accident
is prevented. This form of educational endeavor lends itself so
admirably to the development of safety intelligence and attitudes
on the one hand and to skill; and knowledges in the use of the mother
tongue on the other that I wish to devote.sonle space to a concrete
illustration of how dramatization is used.

am presenting here a play which was acted by,the boys of the
Webster School, St. IAntis.' It illustrates how language and acci-
dvnt prevention both may be taught.

Before presenting the play it is neeessar3- to explain that St.Louis has a Junior Safety League consisting' of boysfrom 12 to 1$
cars of age. A part of their activities is to bring together 3,500

boys once. a month on Saturday morning at one of the local theatersfor a safety program. At this meeting there are speeches, plays,
pantomimes, and the like by the children themselves; speeches byadults; and safety motion pictures. Is -was one of these meetingsthat inspired the following play constructed .by the children andpresented to- the school for the purpose of impressi.ngthe pupilS"
with the nee() of safety as they had route to feel, it :

WHY DICE BELIEVED IN SAFETY FIRST.

t.1 ploy for boys of the sixth, ,,e% emit. soli eighth. geodes. Time of per-.lorouthee about :NI niinutes

(11.1RACTF.TIS.

l':relrs Dick.
Itrutonter boy.
ttlptain of Safety League.
'Eno members of Safety League. (These map istlude Frank, Tom and (leorge.)- chart" .(Dick's older brother).
.1114.{,

arPol Offieer.
)lifr IPOYS 11411gd 11,iees,11'olter.

31r.

Three. other boys.

Contributed by Clara litloonttuelnIelt, head aastmaot tq Wlbtter School. St. bouts, Mo.
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SCENE 1. .4 city street.

Frank. That was a mighty narrow escape Dick had just now.
.Tons. It surely was, Mid unless he Is brought to his SPliritS. he'd II O With

a terrible accident one' of these days.
George. If he had been killed, he would have had only himself It, hintee.

for the driver 4.1' the truck warned him to stay off. As usual. Pick wailed id,
chance 51,191 jumped on again.

Frank. And, of course, the drive" of the car einkt. from 11!e other iltre,liou
couldn't sl.e Dick when he jumped off. it was a miracle that la' 1I11o41,

Here comes Dick now.
(Enter Dick, e.reiled awl breathtev,.0.

Diek fellows! gee! I thought I was a otter that I iltic :I

had n ride all right ! 1 left Sam alai Harry Wit hack Ilo-ev
they're not in sight yet.

Torn. Yes, but really. Dick, it Ayr's only sheer luck that you art' 1. tt
the tale. I'd rather walk than run the risk you did.

Dirk. Aw! that's all right for girlsnot for inc '. I take chanoes ti!
and !never was hurt yet. So boys.

Inhere. Sa laag,
georgic. Here othe Jack and Dick's brother, Charles. I \yowler where

been.
t Eatcr Jail, tool Chartist, talking on.

orve. hieno, boy,:q. What's your hurry?
Charles. Why, hello! we were so ilsy taikl; we didn't see you:4.1;o

I have jai come from a meeting of the St. Louis -Naha. Safely t'om,
the Fox-1.1Iwrty. find I tell you, we're nil excited nisim it. Ilea11 . revs a .;0,/
thing fur St. Mai Jack and I were just discussing how we might term
Safety Ia.agne /011,014g 'boys of the Webster ghool.

Tom. Good! and let toe suggest if:at you gel your brother tic +,i
first of all. lie just hod another or his borhcendth et:41114,R.

Charles. You don't say sot! That boy keeps the whole filmily o_
all the time. estleially mother. `in' hasn't a nooltent's peace mail he =
In bed at night: 'Well, were In -earnest. Aren't e, Jack?

Jack. Indeed we ere'. We'll get as loony boys we can to join vo ,
League. Iint It's t imeeto go home now.

t'eaak. We'll walk home together. and you and Charles can tell It, al .1.,1
your plans.

9,;

SCENE H. A week later. TIrtlre boys I Ilith 1/0f#4,
toteMb4.rs of the t.zafi.tp League. WO reit i1,, lot Iity q deammff
cominanded hp the capful,' of the !mom. Each of the 1.! boy. r.r:

!dere of white cloth, NItying foie of the following `. 1-'1:I 1
I. E A 4; IT. E. Thvg march in the folloirtng order cierosit :

ASEFYTELGAEI!, and mark, time until the tininanfl. "11,,1"
is giren by the captain, who stand., on the right side of the ,f,!
While the drummer stands on the left.

Captain. Hall!
Leaguers. And who are we? we hear you say.

, That pou shall learn withoutlelay.
Captain. Attention! Change: One, two, three!
(The leaguers change positions as follows:

Original position: ASEFYTET.GAEU
1 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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At the emitmautt "One," the l's stcp teal- one 04 and the .ra step one step

ABYEGE
EFTLAU

list cionmaud " Tiro," the fit step our step to
rr 11, thio:

AEY HOE
EFT LAU.

.It She command 1* Three." the 2.'n step forward
lef.nt to right the words, SAFETY LEAOUE.I

"runner*. TOOIP KtifetY IA.now. we sill belong.'
. And why We'll tell you in our song.

/ room 8. iSinginu to the air al "1 Mercy Life; in the tuned Music Ifrotteri

kihe left, and Mc is *rand

,

Ime step, thus, p tin

Souse think the Streets %vere made tor Isis
: t all my ith till tu, :

In spite of warnias their own bards to May
They will not try, they will not try.

Hut we'lliry- to make them see their error
Tbe lime is nigh. the 11111166 nigh:

Fur all tl avvidents till us with terror.
And make tis sigh, and wake us sigh.

Listen. lIstin. I.. wlmt welnive to
Listen. listen. you'll hare to mind your wily.

Keep off the streets. keep off the streets,
Keep off the streets, keen off-the streets,

List. my friends, now serve ) )our wny
This day. this very tiny.

Pleat Leaguer. You know. I never. realized how earele
I joined the Safety I.Aligue. and now I am on the lookt

(Nererai of the boos relate Ineigh:11/x shOrringhti
Ott fit-vomit of earelevsni.,,s. Get thole from newspapers.)

second Leaguer. Nearly nil the Is*s of rooms l nuts '2 hi
tutu we ought to Is' aisle to help in pree4g seek

Third Loaguer. Yen. but we Inivi:n't sueceede41 la pert;
)-el. and he's the worst of them all. The little Wort look-
and thlbk_lt 'is smart to do as he does.

to play

iii

peoitle were unto
tit for touch careliats

children trot hurl

tilt'. Safely
emit.

thing careless I)!ck
limn hint Its a hero,

/: tt.r offlcr.toiler. Hello; boys ! %Vhat's tills? A circus parn)li..?
l'oucth Leaguer. No, inlieer. Look a( rot :toil tell us what you think of us: ,I wItTiod up proud/ger-ref.)
tiirtecr. S-A-F-E-T-Y.\ That spells SfilelY. 410(r6t11.1 it. 1' 'It?lolls. Yes, lacer.
Officer. Now, what's that other big wwil? -E. It's been a long

lime since I've been to school. I'm. afraid you'll have t help me out..
Smallest Leaguer. Oh lio! Thu( spells league, oftiefr
Officer,:. ,Sir it does. Surety League! 11 'ell. that sound fine, but what do you

do besides parade?
Fifth ',coulter. We help little children across the st L
Sizth kupusr. We warn the older ones to cross at tl e creasing.
Sisrenth ',cavort: And not to jump on wagons and t ucks.
1-;ighth Leaguer. And not to play In the, streets.
Ninth hengurr. To look both ways before crossing tl e street.
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Officer. Well, well! It looks as though they won't be needing me much longer.
I'd better be looking for another job.

Captain. No, indeed, officer; we need you to help as right now. Perhaps
You know the little fellow they call Dick*/ We can't make him see the neves..
_pity of being careful, and he laughs at us w1Pnever se.try to persuade him to
join our league.

.Officer. I see; you want me to persuade him, do you? Well, I'll see what I
can do. That's the young rascalsthere, isn't it? (Ifointing to the hack of the'

hall.) By the way, I saw him barely escape with his life last Saturday after
stealing a rite on a truck. I'll have a talk with the young man.

Captain. Thank you, officer. I believe that will do inure good than anythin:
else. Good-by, sir.

Officer. Good-bye, boys. Keep up your good work. (Exit police officer.)
Captain. And before we go let us repeat

Just how we all should cross the street.
Leaguers. (Turning heads sharply to left, then right.)

Look to the left, then look to the right :
And if no vehicle is in sight
Co straight across (pointing straight in front of them) nnil net

loiter
tr stop in the middle to reconnoiter.

Captain. Forward, march: (Drummer leadirio all march. o)

SCENE III. Time same evening in Ma's home. Dick is scaled at a taide .

studying. His brother Charles As reading.
Dick. I'can't get this old problem: Its a wielder yotk wouldn't help a fllow.
Charles. What,* the trouble, Dick?
Dick. Trouble? There's a whole lot of trouble. What .10 I care how much

it costs to fence a farmer's field? I'll. never be a farmer anyhow. Anil what

do they make a fellow learn grammar for? I don't see a bit of use in it.
Charles. You're in a beautiful humor. I think you'd better go to 'bed now-

and get up early in the morning and study.
Dick. You'd be in a beautiful humor, too, if everybody was picking on you.
Charles. Picking on you? Why, what do you menu, flick?.
Dick. Well, thanks to you and/ Jack,' none of the boys 'will fifty with me

beetuse won't Join their old Safety League. And somebody's been carrying
tales about me to the police officer near the school. I juht know they have.
Anyhow, I don't believe he can take me to the pollee station for hopping on
cars and trucks. s

Charles. So you've been at yoUr old tricks .again, have you? Really, Dick.
something worse than going to the police station is going to happen to you
if you are not tuOre careful. Well, hurry and get your studying lode, and get
to bed.

(Exit Charles. Dick tries. in rain to study. and *soon my)) asleep.)

SCENE IV.- Dick's dream. Enter policeman, Charles, Mr. Wilson, 'Thew,.
Walter, and several others, about eigAt in all preferably boys whose
voices have changed and who can carry an air: Dick seated at table in

center of stage, head on table asleep. Othee boys arranged on either side.

Policeman. Poor boy! He brought it on himself. Many's the time I warned
him of his carelessness. And now he may' die as a result of it.

Charles. No; the doctor says he may live, but he will never walk again.

Pour Dick! if he bad only listened.
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Mr. Wilson. Only last week he darted right out into the street in front of my.cat% and only with the greatest effort did I avolq hittibg and perhaps killing

him. It unnerved me for the rest of the day. .)Jack. If we had only kept at him to Join our Safety Leagtw. it might nothaire happened. lint we all thought he would see his folly and Join of hisown accord.
Walter. Yes; it's too late now to save Dick, but this shows us all the more

°how necessary the wirk our Safety ',vague is.

Lead, s. tsialliao thy' air ".1 Mcrrg Life.")

Be thowrilt the streets were made for to play in.
Oh my ! Oh my ! Oh my ! oh my!

- 4In Trite of warnings his own yard to stay in
He would not try, he would not try.
And 4. we tried to wake hint fit'e his error
When we were nigh, when we N% ere nigh:
For alp the neeldents.tilled us with totror,
Alld Made us sigh, and made us.sigh.
We begged him to listen to what we had to say.
We warned him that surely he'd have to aend his way.
But till in vain. but all in rain:
But all in Valli, but all in vain:
And now, INA boy, he'll have to stay
In bed fo'r many a day.

t( Walk oif stage as they sing the last two
(Miter Charles.)Charles. (Shaking Dick to wake- hint Well, of all things! You not inbed yet? Why. It's after 10 o'clock.

Dick. (Bewildered.) Why, I thought, I thought-
Charles. Well, silly, what did you think?
Dick. 0 Charles! I had a dreadful dream. I dreamed I lad been run overby a truck, and both my kgs.were cut off, and I could never walk again.
Charles. A bleasant dreaM that was! Well, anyway, it Isn't true, so htistle offto bed.

S

7Dick. (Rising and feeling his legs.) .Gee, but it feels good to know you're
not dead.or crippled or anything!. Say, Charles, I think Join your. SafetyLeague before my dream enmes true.

Charles. (Slapping Dick do the back.) Good boy! Dick, that's the wayto talk. And now pi to bed and pleasant dreams! '
. .

(Exeunt flick and ('harles.)

Searle V. City Street, as before, The members of the Safety League march
its again with. their captain and drummer boy, Dick, in the middle, carry

Ing the slogan: "4 BELIEVE IN. SAFETY FIRST." The command,. "Halt!" is give*. Leaguers sing, pointing to Dick.

Leaguers. (To the tune of " We Won't Go Home nail Morning.")

Now what do you think of our leader?
Now what do you think of our leader?
NoW what do you think of our leader?
We're very proud of him.
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For Diclui's a jolly good fellow!
For Dick's a jolly good fellow!
For Dick's a jolly good fellow!
That nobody can deny.

Dick...Thank you, boys. And hereafter, you may depend on nie to work for
the Safety League; but yOu'll have to promise not to call me Carcies8,Diek any
more.

All, 91'e promise.
Captain. Attention!
All. Safety League, Safety League, Safety League, onward!

Out of the crowded street
March the half -hundred.

Caftaitt. Forward the Safety League!
First Leaguer.." Charge -for the walk." he said.
AU.. Safe from the Arowded street

Marched. the .half hundred.
Captain. Fo!'ward, the Safety League!
Smolt/ Leaguer. Knew any boy fatigue?
All. Not though each leaguer knew

What was before him.
Third Leaguer, Theirs not to make reply.
Fourth Leaguer: Theirs not to reason why.
Fifth Leaguer. Theirs to make others try.

Safe from the crowded street
To join the half hundred.

Leaguer. Motor cars to right of them.
Serenth, Leaguer. Heavy trucks to left of them.
Eighth League. Street curs in front of theta

Rattled and thundered.
Yinch_ Leaguer. Watched they.the traffic man.

And thus. yob see, no risk they ran.
An. Safe frdtu all accident

Safe on their way they went.
Careful half hundred.

Tenth. Leaguer. When will the world be safe
For every little homeless waif?

All. So the world wonders.
Just lend us boys a hand.
Our little ,Safety Band,
Careful half hundred.

A " SAFETY FIRST " PROJECT IN THE TEACHING OF LANGUAGE!

(Explanatory note.This project, a " Safety First " scrapbook as it is here
planned; is intended primarily for seventh and eighth grade classes. How-

ever, it could lab adapted and used in any of the eight grades of the elementary
school. The time necessary for the project would depend upon the time the
teacher wishes to give to it, ranging from 1 day to iii or even 10 weeks. It acid
not be worked on continuously but at allotted times or during, safety cam-
paign or drive.)

"This project was worked out by Miss Grace Ryffel, of the training school of the Harris
Teachers College.
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I. Alms.

A. Language: To furnish the pupils opportunities to gather together and
organize worth-While material and to express themselves orally and in writingupon. a series of related subjects within the range of their experience and
interest.

It. Socia/: To cultivate a safety consciousness, which will guide their actions
aid create a desire to spread the teachings of safety to others so that the ac-ciilent toll may he decrensed.

3iErtto (IF PROCEDURE.
A. Work preliminary to project.
It. Oral reports imsed on newspaper clippings.
The first 10 minutes of the daily language period is taken for oral reports of

occidents,hased on items In the newspapers. Two pupils report a day, eachpupil In a class of 40 having an opportunity to make a report about onceThe reporters scan the papers of the day for, notices of accidents,rend these through. mid prepare to give a clear. concise account of the accidentIkefore the crass. The class spends a few minutes discussing it. First, theytry to tietermine upon whom the blame rested mid bow the accident could have
brl'n avoided then they offer criticisms of the report frost the standpoint ofOw English used and the manner of delivery. The clippings from tlw news-

. pper are then turned over to a class secretary, who dates them and tiles them.
Anien tic' scrapbook is begun, these clippings are grouped according to the kind
of accident Mild arranged In the book as a record of the year's accidents.

Short speeches prepared lo spread the teachings of safety to the other
children of the school, (Since the types of accidents to children vary slithtlywith the seasons of the year, the character of the talks would also vary. Thiswan uses late spring its the starting point.)

first lesson : el:ism-nom discussion, led by .teacher's questions- of accidents
that often happen to children during spring and suinmer, and smunthry by
list of these causes.

Possible .1rayR Children eiay meet with aroitlable accidents during spring and
Met':

Running from the sideWalk into the street without looking,, to see whether
tin automobile or other vehicle is earning.

ilicyele roasting In the streets.
,I'laying baseball in the street.
Roller skating in the street.
Carelessly playing the aparatns in a playground.
Stealing rides on nniving vehicles.
{Playing with tenrms in ratio).
Careless swimming and diving.
cargiess behaviir In rwhopts. canoes. and the like.
Careless horseback riding. . .-A discussion follows of what we might do to 'prevent the children of ourschool ti from being injured or killed durinE spring and summer, arriving at

MICITIRIOn that short talks. teaching the elkilaten .what to do, appealing to them
to follow 01(.1111%th* given, should be prepared and given at opportune times
to the other rooms. t. 0Assignment of topics to members of the Class.

Reading a modal talk.
Making outlines,
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Second lesson : Presentation and criticism of talks by the pupils prepara-
tory to offering them to the teachers of t,Ite other Ilion's. ( Model talks coui
posed] by children given at end of this plan.)
' III. Tn PW)JKCT ITSELF.-

First lesson : A mliSelAsiill if the bejway to ortralliZe Mid k..ep this safety
lhaterial in a usable and convenient form; for a " Safety First serinbok.
Contents (see end of plan for material for models! :

4. RhymesMother Goose; limericks; couplets and four-line poems. am!
longer poems.

2. Original slogans, pledges. creeds, etc. .

.3. StoriesRased upon personal experience; allegorical ; stories from# given

date.
Suggestions: .
1. A lighted match dropped carelessly: A faintly Wiflitnit. a hialle.
2. A stone thrown earelely : A boy with only one eye.
3-..F.:(WorIalsSuggestions Work of tit. Louts Automobile Club; wield if

chamber of commerce; work of pollee department ; industrial satiety ; safety

devices and suiety\edueation.
4. TalksAneals to ehLhiren and to gatherings of adults; toir8ttid

strations and explanations.
5. Imaginary or real conversations.
6. Original plays, pageants, and pantomimes.
7. Reports based on newspaper clippingsClipping; statement of kind of

accident ; statemenrof cause of accident : statement of cost of accident ; state-
ment of resprsibility for Accident ; and statement of bow accident ("ur.' hire
been avoided.

8. Miscellaneous newspaper and magazine clippings pertaining to satiety.
9: LettersTo ehildren in school and In other sell/sok in the city and

where, umPto`parents. .

10. Reports of personal observationsIn the home; in she school ; awl in
other places:such as the street, public places, and factories.

11. -Personifiest ions.
12. Pietures, cartoons, posters. etc.Original (to be drawn in drawing class.
13. Graphs, made in arithmetic class.
14. 'Problems, made and worked out In arithmetie (loss.
Deciding on number of scrapbooks to be made. electing captains, and choosing

teams for the work.
Group discussion of generS1 plans.
Following lessons : A series of oral and written English exercises suggested

by contents of, scrapbook ; oral 'exercises to be written iiftei: being presente6:
all written work to be corrected and eopleil on the loose-leaf pages of the scrap-

book during penmanship periods. Clippings, posters, graphs, etc., to he kept. hi
large folders.

Fitail lessons on'organization and assembling,of material into scrapbooks.
The use of scrapbooks, to funtishreadings to other classesr opportune times:

safety weeks tied story hours; to furnish plays to be given for entertainment
and enlightenment of parents and children ; and to Ite given the school library

to be used by future classes.
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'THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL WAS COMPOSED BY CHILDREN N SEVENTH' AND
EIGHTH GRADES.

1. :1 story based on apersonal experience.

ItUTHINFI'S RECKLESSNESS.

" t ih, Ruthine, you most not dive from there; tit Is too shallow," shouted
Judith from the brldlie.

Vat Malane turned to Juanita Aid said, "Oh, Juditlf nay thiiiks she is ' it.'
I shall dive off now Just for spite."

" But Ituthine." sold Juonlj.. " pot, know it is dangerous here." Ruthine
itad already` dived, air the rock. -The two girls watched her in dismay, asshe
sank. rose, 'and then snick again. " Ittithine," shouted.ludit h. Rut no answer
mow. The water %V31,4 getting rt_ %Odle nthimi hairkone under."JudIth,
she has hit her head on 0 rook.: said Juanita, '' let's go (niftier her." 'Splash!
They jumped into the water Sind in about two minutes they come up draggingltatlitet hem. A thin stream of hltstit mate trickling dof her forehead,
dyeing her face and hair a dub rect. They la hl her on the seat grass and began
resuscitation. All three girls !whinged to tlw GIN Scouts. and a they knew
wIn to ,do. In about a half hour Ituthine was all right except for the-wound
on her head. They started home and Doctor Redmond said that Juanita and
Judith had doneoa brave deed.

2. Tao numb play.turned out to& eare/ssarms.
One day Mother went out and left me in charge of the house, Refire leaving

she told me to be sure to have dinner ready when my father came home. " All
sight, Mother. I will come in when it is time to get, dinner. but now I want to
ploy."

I had too much pli6 in ivy head ; so I forgot about dinner. When I did think!
of it. it was 5:15, and Daddy gets home at :30 1 rushed into the house and
Beet the pptatous and started to peel them and put theta on.

our gas range Nis the burners, and I lighted the first two. I reached over
to light the two hack ones and I burnt my arm.

When Daddy came home he saw how I was suffeing and put someomeilicine
on it. Later Mother came home. and said it was pure careleasness and I hadn't
thought the least id Piafety.

3. .4 Wow-kW story.

CAREFULNESS I' THE BEST LEADEIL
once upon a time there was a mean monster called Carelessness, who had

ninny nernies. The one he hated most Was Carefulness, a beautiful spirit,
kind to Everyls and Everygiti. Many hard bottles were Amght over Every-
hoy and Everygirl, but Carefulness was always victorious. Why? She won
because right always conquers wrong.

Otte day Everyboy thought he would -go "skating. Ile got hls..skates and.
started tie Soon he heard a voice say, "The street is .better: The street is
better." ,Everyboy stood thinking.. Rtuidenly a bright thought came to his
mind ---he would stay near the gutter and nothing could hurt him. Just as
be was about to step down, he heard another voice say, " Your life is more.
Tour life is more." Everyboy wok lost in thoUght. Which voice should he
mind the voice of Carelessness or the voice of Carefulness? At that moment
Everygirl appeared and related to Tveryboy how a little child had fallen victim
to a large machine while he was skating in the street. Then Everyboy re-
.railed the whispeting Minds he had heard and resolved hereafter to follow
Advise- of -Carefulness.
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A FEW SUGGFSTIONS FOR CQNVERSATIONS.

1. Two toys pre discussing -the question of where to go roller skating. One
suggests the street, the other a playground near by. Each gives his retThon for
ehootalug'.the place he names.

Two girls are standing on a busy downtown, street corner. Inanswer to
the first questions, the second girl explains the use of the traffic pollee
man, nail the Zones, and .110W to cross a downtown street safely.

3. A
`N
city girl explains to her little 'visiting friend from the country how

to get on !mil (sty a street car and reach the curb in safety.
4. Two boys deeide to go swimming. One suggests a quarry near by and

gives his reasons: The Other proves to his friend flint the muniCipal bathing
bench Is better.

5. Two boys are walking down the street. "one makes a run to catch the
window bars of a passing trailer. Ile Is stopPed.by Ills friend, who proves to
hint that this is very dangerotia fun.'
4. Rh it in I'm.

(1) (3
Jack gave .1111
A little pill
lie Coon,. upon the floor.
Poor little Jill
Became quite Ill,
And now she is no more.

Mary had a little " bike,"
MI ,painted white and red.
Slot rode it in the street-ear trnek.
And now poor Aiary's dead.

5. A conrcrNation.

Coosey, gooney, gander.
Whither shall I wander?
North, south, rant, or west.
Wheke shall I wander?
" If you should know Just where to co,"
The goose at once refined,
" What road to take, what turn to make,
Use Kafety fur your guide.-

A SAFE SKATING PLACE,

"(lit. pshaw. I don't we why we can't stay here tool skate," nrgmsl John.
"No, it's too dangerous," said Jnek. " Why can't we go down to the pin-
ground? It's only two blocks away!'

" Well, anyone could see the street is the better skating place, and we cat
do ever so ninny more stuntk on the streets," replied his friend.

"Now, 3olin.'you know us well as I do that the street is the glace for
wagons, and we have ,no more right to play on their street than they have to
drive.on our playgrounds; anal then even if we are, as you say, able to take
yore of ourselves..we set it had example for smaller children who aren't alile

(C) ORGANIZATION OF CHILDREN IN SCHOOL AND IN THE COM-
MUNITY AS A MEANS OF TEACHING SAFETY.

The thitd means of teaching accident prevention is through the
organization of the children in the school,- themselves and through
a larger organization of the representatiVes of. the various schools
in a community assembly. The .method here given is to regard each
room as a safety council when matters of accident prevention are con-
sidered. Each room has its various committees elected by the ail
dren themselves, for the purpose of safeguarding the u'elfare of the
-room. From each room in the school, usually from the second grade
up, the children send representatives, generally a boy andl'girl, to
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ting of representatives .of the whole school. This group is-
satety council of the whole school and has the general. welfareIII*

of the Whole school in hand. The council has committees for safe-
guarding-the street crossings in the school neighborhood, putting but
street signs, reporting and correcting the unsafe conditions in the
community and the careless actions of the children in the schools or
0 i the streets.0 . .

The school. organization can not have its greatest effectiveness.
1 nless backed up by a larger group of children frlip the whole. city-
who i.Ome together for information and inspiraan at periodic times.
This type of organization is provided by the Junior Safety Co4ncil
of the city. This safety council should be made up of representatives
of every school in the community, private, parochial, and public.
Tq St. Louis organization comprises about 2,04)0 representatives,
captains, and lieutenants, who meet once a month. The 'larger or-
ganization naturally can not function as a deliberative body as it
is too large. In St. Louis the Junior Safety Council, whose members
are caned Junior Safety Cadets, selected a board! of governors of 25
members and a legislative ass ubly of about 204) members, consisting
of one representative from each school. The board of governors
and- the legislative assembly outline the policy of the organization,
prepare the program, and exercise control generally of the monthly
meet lug.

.

'The size of the monthly meeting is limited naturally by the capacity
of the auditorium. As was pointed out above we are able to crowd in
about 3,500 and the capacity of the house is always taxed. We 'will
perhaps convene a meeting of some 10,000 children in our municipal
open-air theater for two large meetings in the year, one in the spring
and one in the fall. In smaller communities, or in places where the
facilities are not available, a smaljorogneeting will have/to suffice.
The meeting offers monientum, enthusiasm, and inspiration, however,
in proportion to its size, and should be us large as p6ssible.

Furthermore, it is wise to have this organization brought together
under the leadership of the local safety council affiliated with the
National Safety Council. for then the group has local and national
hacking. If no local branch of the National Safety Council is or-.
ganized, then the Rotary Club or some similar organization may func-
tion in this relation. In any case, the chairman of the adult committee
in charge df the boy organization should be a man of prominence and
influence in the community.

I do not need_to again emphasize the importance of such an i)rgani:
ration of boys,.ancl a similar organization of girls, in the development

For full discuseiou of the organisation of school children, see. Education in Accident
prevention, ch. 7. and Education In henith, eh. 12.
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of civic virtues in the community. The schools have discovered the
value of the organization in developing leaders in the school, in train-
ing in school loyalty, an in creating a feeling of community responsi-
bility. The universal testimnyis that nothing has been so effective in
this direction in the school life of the city of St. Louis. This brief
description will appeal to the imagination of educators, and they caa.
adapt the specific organization to the needs of their community. Tlie
impokant thing is that the organization become a permanent one.
and that its actual direction.-be in the hands of the children themselves.

VI. THE RESULTS F EDUCATION IN ACCIDENT
PREVENTION.

The demand for the measurement of pupil progress in the various
Subjects. of the curriculum by an adequate (ibjective standard is
recognized in every progressive school system at the present time:
In many of our schools tronghout the country. standard tests have
beconie as .much a. matter of routine as exercises in arithmetic anti.
language. -The profiram of measurement does not. in general, how-:
ever, attempt to go beyond the determination of intelligence anti
achievement along conventional lines. For instance, with the.excen-
tion of a health. scale '° no attempt has been made to measure the
results a instruction in the habits;and practices along the line of
citizenship, home_relationships. health.' accident prevention, and the
like. While the results of education in health and accident preven-
tion can be measured partly in a scij'ntifie' way, like some of the'
resultspof instruction in the conventional subjects, they can not be
fully determined by the scales and standards we now have available:

:1'n examination of the results or instruction in any field requires
av fundamental. consideration ; v jz, the aim of that instruction. hog
instance the aim of a lesson in history may /be to aequire. some
specific knowledge about a period or movement in national develop-
ment-, but along with that aim and fundamental to it would be the

.acquisition of an attitude toward the facts learned, and an under!
standing and appreciation of the meaning of the period or move-
ment in our national life. The same purpose would be present in an
arithmetic leison. We may wish to instruct a child in the number
facts of insurance. but we are more -concerned with its social impor-
tance, with its relation to Itim and its value for him as an
Furthermore, we wish not only to have this .knowledge but a 1.ertain
attitude that will make him act differently in his social and indi-
vidual relationships. Specific objectives of this kind of a very

See Habits and Practices In Health and Accident Prevention, by E.,Oeorge Payne. pub.
Balled by tlimPi'ublic School Publishing -Cu., Bloomington, Ill.
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-complex variety are sought as a result of instruction in every lesson.
and every subject.

Regardless of the aims of the teacher, however, with reference to
the purposes of the learning of the child, each child appropriates
according to his own experience the subject matter with which the
teacher is dealing in his own way and each differently according to
his own nature and experience. Therefore, certain attendant results
of instruction are inevitable. It should be noted also that the at-
tendant results of instruction are quite as important and often more
important than the direct outcomes: For instance, the teacher may

oliv intent in a reading lertstm upon improving Ow technique of read:
either silent or oral. But the child mav he acquiring ideas and

attitudes about material read that would affect him in a mill more
fundamental way than the mere improvement in reading ability
itself. He may be acquiring a like or dislike for literature that will
lead him to pursue the subject further On his own account or give it

altogether. He may form associations that will inspire him to
greater efforts, or he 'may decide that the whole biOn'e&s is futile.
These attendant or concomitant ide and attitudes are generally
much more significant than the knowledge of any conventional sub-
ject mitir itself.

ln the evaluation of the results of instruction in accident preven-
tion, we need to take account of the attendant results, as well.as
direct' result in the saving of human lives. When we Come to
examine the curriculum to discover the .situations that lend them-
selves to creating a consciousness of carefulness and controls' that
will protect the child against the hazards of modern society. we must
at the same time ask ourselves what are going to be the concomitant
or -Attendant results of using these, situations in our instruction.
These facts force us to consider the results of instruction in accident.
.prevention from a much larger point of view than'that merely of
saving human lives. We need to consider the results of instruction
in accident prevention under three heads and should like to have the
Merits of the instruction judged by them.. We should like to show'
the value of accident instruction in.the development of interest in
§cflool work. in the development of civic ideals,. and in the reduction
of accidents.

A. THE RESULTS OF INSTRUCTION IN ACCIDENT "'PREVENTION IN AROUSING
INTEII&ST IN SCHQOL WORK.

One of the greatest. values that can come from safety instruction is
the result in arousing interest in school work and providing motive\
for the mastery or conventional subject matter. Teachers generally
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express the feeling that nothing has been so powerful in arousing
interest in school work. This question is-well handled in fill article
in School and Home Education, May 20, 1920. which we give here in
full.

TEACHING ACCIDENT PREVENTION IN THE GRADES AS A MEANS OF MOTIVATING
LANGUAGE WORK.

Miss Grace H. Ryffel has prtsented in a very concrete way it study of the
fiClidellt prevention work in the Wyman School and how it may serve to lan-
tIvate -language mid stimulate interest in oral and written expri.ssion.- Much
discussion has taken place as to means of motivation: and the thirds Teachers
College, using the Wyman School, has been experimenting on the whole pro-
lem of the reconstruction of the curriculum with definite social objectives in
view. The aim has been twofold: To arouse a deeper interest in the work of
lie children themselves; and to secure more definite results in the curricular
instruction. This discussion is a definite contribution to the literature of
this problem.

The teachers of the Wyman School in St.' Louis. an observation school of
the Harris Teachers College, begun some time ago au experiment in teaching
ambient prevention in cornet thin with the regular ellrrieulow. They were
delighted to fluel thai accident material could he easily esed In the teaching
of arithmetic, drawing, civics, geography, reading, and language. The eltildren
beenme.enthusinstie, and the interest in safety teaching spread from the .kin-
dergarten to the eighth grade. The teachers found that the children were
developing so acute a safety eonsiousness that the results of the teaching
were carried outside the classroom.

The following is given to illustrate hiw readily accident prevention can be
taught through the language work. During 4 weeks In one seventh grade
diets the teacher took 10 minutes from a 40-minute tinily !m:maize period to
hear oral reports Of accidents recorded in the newspapers. Two pupils re
ported a-day. and each individual in fl chess of -10 tkad an teportunirno make
a report about once a month. The reporter scanned the papers of the day for
not lees of accidents. read these through, and prepared to give a clear, concise
aceount of each accident before his class. The work began us soon as the
class assembled, each reporter being allowed 5 -minutes. After a....repok had
been given, the class spent a few minutes discussing it. First, they tried to
determine upon, whom the blame rested and how the aceident could i :ave

, -been avoided; and, second, the pupils offered criticisms of the report from tee
viewpoint of the English used and the manner of delivery. The clippings
from the newspapers were then turned over to a class secretary who dated
them and tiled them. Eventually a scrapbook was Made of these and given
to the school so that future classes might make a comparison of the accidents
of 1920 with those of succeeding years.

Four weeks' time is enough to, judge the children's Interest in this Work.
I need Only to say that at the end of the time tIwy were just as interested its
they were on the day they began. I cite here a few incidents growing ont of
this work to show the nature of its value. A report on an accident. in which
a child was injured while riding into the street on a sled, raised this ques-
tion : "Is there a law compelling automobile drivers to sound their horns in
the mttklle of a block upon seeing a pedestrian, or child upon a sled, In the
street?" Several children whose fathers .were lawyers or automobile-drivers
volunteered to find odt, Ow the, following morning one of the girls made a
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clear-cut statement of the law. She articularly emphasizeo the'fact that the
It lame rested on the Individual who was crossing the street or who was In the
stoet in the middle of the 111(5 k. Another question arose from a series of occi-
dent, resulting from fails on icy psvements: " Is there any\ Inw compelling
owners of lots to remove snow and ice train the sidewalks in front
of their property.?" Again the answer of the question Was sought from out -of-
.ulasti sources and brought for the enlightenment of the class. The fathers of
away of our children are conductors and motormen. An accident in which
two men were killed by being brushed from the steps of a crowded ear caused
this question to he brought up In (ass: " Is there any city law or street rail-
ay (.tutinny ruling against tbermitting passengers to stand on the step of a
(rowded enr?", The boy who answered this question. after talking it over with
Id, father, pointed but. the double, responsibilitythat of the passenger and
that of the eomInctor.

Ninny teachers might hesitate to use this type of work, feeling. perhaps,
tI.at it is wro)g to put horrible facts before the children. One outee of this

ork is sufficient to show that such hesitation is unwise. On the morning after
the first snowfall of the season, four reports of accidents caused by children
riding into the streets on sleds were given. The chow gravely diticusSed the
likelihood of similar accidents to children In our school and asked to he per-
witted to go to the °theft rooms to warn the children against this danger and
to suggest ways of enjoying the snow without running the risk of (*rippling
themselves for life. Two children (orrled this message through the school,
This incident suggests another profitable English exercise, short talks. These
may be confined to individuals. as in this case, or they may be assigned to
2ri npR. or to an entire class, a variety of subjects permitting many lines of
investigation. These talks may be delivered, In other rooms, before neighbor-
ing whois, nad even to gatherings of adults, such its parent-teacher associations
Had oving-picture

The following is a talk prepared by an eighth-grade-girl:
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WAR'S CASUALTIES AND THOSE RE-

SULTING FltoM ACCIDENTS.

FRIENTIK : There is something at this present time that must he taken care
of, semethhig that if not prevented will cause great sorrow and suffering. The
buys, returning from the dangers and horrors of war, hope, long for, the
sitfety and quietude of pea . Is this country safe for them? It is-certainly
not safe when 22 men. women. and children die each day from causes most
of which are preventable. If you can picture 5 schoolrooms, each containing
45 lifeless personi whom you might have kept healthy, helpful citizens of
tho ruite41 gintes. then you have some idea of what goes on in this country
cads day. We knew during the war that some of our valiant boys would not
return while others- would come back cripples. Rut there was a very great
"rear-on for thisa reason that will never In the history of the world be for-.
gotten. Every day sve: saw in the paper the list grow, the list of those who
died that we might live and live better. It Is only Just and fair that we do our
utmost to improve our country by saving the lives for which our soldiers died.

The boy who in a careless hurry and flurry loses an arm la he to be
classed with the soldier who gave his arm? Was there a reason for him.to
rush heedlessly across the street to arrive at, not. his destination, but an ac-
cident? He paid dearly for his act, and his parents will feel the loss as much
and more than the. boy himself. The man who hit the boy Is to be considered..

9582.-22---4
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He will have the memory of 111 all stamped before his eyes fur years. The
parents, the-man, and others had really nothing to do with the accident.. but
atilt they carry the responsibi114.

Now look at the wOunded soldier. At first 'sight of him. the loving old
motkr feels a shudder passing:aver her, and then quit, ty quite another feet-
inglirevalls----a teethe; of pride and respect for that bray boy of het Every-
one that Rees the boy shares her feelings. Ile is weleo wherever- he goes.
Now eopare these two boys that I have mentioned., the numerous things
they Prove. anaing width out' *muds out strongly, nail sly, that 'bravery r
courage (loci net mean arelessness.

During the last war the Government found the people ever ready and will-
ing to help. Now that this great-question has come to he fore, the qta.sibba
of safety, caul we see oui duty and do it? A tedious ti the has been fought
and won, and now this bottle also must rie fought amt. wig . We will he lighting
In more than a just rause, fighting because people of our country are being
killed by that ever-prevalent omit, carelessness. Witco we hear. that -people
of our own 'Ram, our brothers, are being killed, don't we feel a stirring. a
quivering abe ut us, a resolve to do our part in the work? We fetklit to make
the world sat'. We, have beard that expression thue and time ttgaiu, and to a
eatnin exten that has been suecessfully curried out, -but not. quite. While
people suffer eath caused by a tyratit, we tire not !jowled. When we entered
the last war, -tall1vent to work with.ttie idea of winning. Very soon we saw
something doe We saw that we must win quickly... As WWI as this thought
took root., thin began to change. Very soon victory was ours! .lust so it will
he in this eat The au»iu get at this thing the better. But remember.
itlace ',Safety lrst " lirseSafelOn your .own mind and then In the minds of
thaw about yin

\.

The writing if stories which nifty 11' read to other oils is another t3' $.
of good English work. The writtra may nee personal experienee. Stories tnity

. be developed t I in given data, as the follo:ting:
I. A light I etch dropped earelessly : A family wi bout a honie.
2. A stone t own earelessly: A boy with only one ev
Chlidrdn 1 to write stories using allegorical chniiteters. tine of this

type written hy 'a girl of the seventh grade is given on page :th.---
Children del At in making rhymes mid jingles. Just as the Mother (loose

rhymes were 44464 the cvar,to encourage thrift and consorvidion, So may
they be used t teach accident prevention.

These five .t .pes lef work are but suggestive. ill what way be dose with.
....accident matt lat. ' The teacher wi) tiles this' kind of work will lind that

through It she In unify RIO N:itillize the language work of her grade.

j .
11..111E-iVAI t tnr 1,Ntruturrum IN ACCIDENT I'llEVUNT ION IN ME

DEVEL(tritIENT OF CIVIC IDEALS.
i

T,he value-of safety instruction -and.the safety organization can !lest
be illustrated -by, some letters Deceived from children

re
n.schoids where

safety activities are carried on. I: Witnessed the in .ident de cribbed
in thtse letters. A boy had been- violating the city \ ordinance and .

safety praCtices by stealing ridei on trucks, wagons, i!ud street ears.
In \the meeting whigb I attended a report of the violat ons was made.

\ t.

1
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Froceedings were stopped, the boy brought before the counvil, and
matte to give an account of himself. The remainder of the story is
told in the letters.

I.

I think' the Safety First Council of the Nieramec Sehool is one of the best
'organizations that ever was formed at this school. N'o one has been hurt
since it was organized by running through the doors or around the fence. All
hopping the fence; and chalking the walks has been stopped. The board of
education has sent us three signs, one foe each corner of the who'd, to want
soloists of the " W1001 none." The council is composed of 30 boys. all of wham
are over 12-years of age and capable of taking the children across the street
when the (Sheer is not there. They meet every Thorsday at 1.4,5 p. m. in the
faculty room to discuss things for the betterment of the society. 1 ant a mem-
ber and ant proud to say so.

Hoping we keep the good work up.
(Signed) doearn tiorxm.

LETTER

am glad that I Joined the Junior Safety C.oundl. It is a great idleiV4ti at
the Sternums. School,

1;lw
Safety (bowl! is trying to put a 'stop to all acci-

dents. There was d talk who hopped trc :ks, we male hint comae to our wet-
ing. We had a trial. Then we made hint give a speech about why be had
hopped trucks but he hadn't ary weed). We asked him If he wanted to join
the lieramec Safety Council. He did so. We put him on keosunittee to kep
boys from hopping trucks. lie couldn't verywell hop them himself while be
told other boys not to do so, besides we had our eye on him. I think this will
4.1111' him from hop ping trucks. Anything that we can do to help forwent this
as.tement, count on the bleramec boys. 1 hope you will come to ate us again
saw

Yours truly.

LETTPS

(Signed) Howian Wirt atm.

I think you will remember me as theboy who hopped trucks and wagons.
I ant glad to say I am thoroughly cured of the habit. Oue day I sow some boys
skating in the street. Along came a truck. They caught hold of it and rode
some distancv. I thought this was dangerous and could not.help thinking what
the Meramec boys would do to him if they were caught. I am glad to say they
were not mernmec boys. They were 9 years old and ought to have known
letter.

Yours truly, 4
(Signed) Fhturry Raowat.

LETTER IV.

I have just joined the Safety Council and I have been present at two meetings.
It is the finrrgantgation ever formed in the Meramec. The Safety Cadets'
are trying eir hest to put a step to all accidents in the Meramec School. We
have a new member who always hopped trucks. Nothing we could do would
at him outside of a daily .ilght. We finally brought him before the council.
Ile hadn't any excuse except that be only hopped trucks when be was In a hurry.
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We suggested that he either start" time or that he could walk fast or 'run as
the rest of us do. He decided to join the gang. 'He is now a hard working
member and a walking member of the Meramee Safety Council.

Yours truly,
(Signed) W ALTER I )(MN.

C. RESULTS OF INSTRUCTION IN THE REDUCIION ACCIDENTS.

When we began an experiment in the reconstruction of the cur-
riculuth on the basis of the realization of specific social objectives
we .selected education in accident prevention because* of its relative
simplicity and because of the ease with which the results of instruc-,
tion might be measured. The standard ,educational tests have been
utilized to determine the adequacy with which we have realized con-
ventional values. The purpose of this discussion is to present 'a
study of accident statistics and to show that we have measured the

results of instruc:
tion on the' social
side, that is, in the
reduction of acci-
dents themselves.

present first a

graph showing the
coroner's inquests
from 1901 to 1920,
gradual, though not
in which there is a
uniform, rise in the
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.4st Mit dim . Of ma, 40 OW OW MN mr Ata .1 . ff. /MI number of cases be-
fore some definite

work in accident prevention began an 'educitional effort began
to play a part. (See Fig. F.) This decreaSein the number of deaths
by accident after the beginning of educational effort will be imade
clear by noting in the following graph thedeaths from automobile
accidents alone. (See Fig. G.) Thii graph shows a cbnstant in-

.crease in the total number of accidents up to 1919, with a sharp de-
, cline from then on coincident with instruction in accident prevention.

Figure II showg the increase in the number of automobiles on the
streets of ,St. Louis. This indicates that the number of deaths
increased in direct proportion to the number of automobiles until
the beginning of 1919 when the curve of automobiles rose precipi-
tately, and the number of deaths declined sharply.

The following ditigrsms of the fatal liscidents illustrate further the
value of instructi ident prevention. In 1917, ,there were
123 fatal accident undet 20. Of .these, 50 -accidents
occurred to children be een and 113. The ages of 6. to 16 seem

F.COroner's inquests, St. Louis. 1901 -1020.

.
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appropriate because between these ages lie most of the elementary
school children. Figure I shOws the fatalities commencing with 1917,
and their distribution among children of these ages. $

Several points should be noted. In 1917 no systematic work in
acchlent prevention was do e, and the number of fatalities was 50;
1918 shows a. decrease to 36 vhen there naturally would have been
an increase. This decrease w s due to the fact that in September..
a systematic no-accident campaign was carried on through the schools
and was continued rather systematically. through the remainder of
the year. In 1919 systematic work was done in only one or two
schools,,and the number again increased to 49. The effect of instruc-
tion in 1918 carried over to a certain degree, and this, in addition
to some work that was done in 1919, caused the mimber of accidents
to be smaller than -

in 1917., The num-
ber would have
perhaps reached
60 jiad nothing
been done. To-
ward the end of
1919 a. manual au-
thorized by the
National Safety
Council was put
into all theschools,
and systematic
work was '15e1.,mn
in most of them.The result, is ,pe oor MN Me ' ?4 OW /V* rw, offt. '01 #04 'OP 01

.shown in the StIt: FIG. G.-- Doi tha from automobile rieeltierts. St. Louis, 1906
1920.t S tics for 1920.

The year shows a decrease of 60 per ,cent over 1919 and 80 per
cent over what might have been had the conditions of 1.917 pre-
v-ailed, together with the increase of accident opportunity in
the city.

It will also be noted from Table 18. and Figure J that these, fatal
accidents, like school accidents, are most frequent in certain locali-
ties. For example, one school district ;has 6.7 deaths per 1,000 of
school population, while 48 school districts with a school population
of 35,000 hike no deaths. The school district with the largg-t num-
ber of fatalities is located in a very congested region, but the next
highest, with 5.5 per 1,000, is not in congested quarter. On the
other hand, the `school 'mentioned above as having the unique rec-
ord, due' to instrvetion in accident prevention, is in quite as con-
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gestedit section as the district in which the highest record of fatali-
ties exists.

It is important to note in this connection also that in the year
1920 we have had on14s2 deaths from public-utility accidents, 1 street-
railway accident, and 1 accident from a fallen wire. These 2 deaths
for 1920 may be compared to 12 for 1919 and 40 for the years of 1917,
1918, and 1919. This decline also is the first over a series of years.
It is not out of place to note here the simplicity of the problem of
public-utility accidents and how closely the result of instruction fol-
lows the study of causes. The 40 fatal accidents-for 1917, 1918, and
1919 and 1,000,nonfatal accidents resulted from four causes, as fol-
lows: First, from stealing rides on street cars; second, from running
intothe streets while playing, and beingtruck by street cars; third,

from contact with
Ma.

IS Or

at

live wires, gen-
erally from grasp-
ing dangling wires;
fourth, from play -
i n g Oh railroad
tracks. The know l-
edge of these causes
and the develop-
ment of controls in
the -children over

Oft. them led to the re-
duction of,aeeidents

mg, FtwO .40 ,ft2 N I

FIG.

eta .11 Al
. 4

11.Inerense in number of noionrioblle. In St. honk,
1907i-1920.

as indicated.
The conclusion

from these statistics
is that, on the one

Nand, in spite of congestion and other unfavorable conditions, proper
school instruction will eliminate largely, if not entirely, accidents to
school children, and even decrease the number of accidents to those
children who are not in school. The instruction will also dtcrease the
number.of accidents to adults. On the other hand, these charts show
that certain sections of the city have a high record of fatality to chil-
dren or are " sore spots" that need_education in accident prevention
much more than others. Nineteen schools out ol 122 'have more than
half of the fatalities. And these charts show also that there is no defi-
nite relation between the number of accident opportunities and the
number of fatalities. The obvious need is education in accident pre-
vention and the provision of additional play space in congested quar-
ters. The additional play space is needed not Jecfoise instruction fails
to prevent accidents but because in congested quarters the accidents
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ould have.tobe eliminated at the expense of play opportunity for'
children.

Table 3 shows that the largest number of accidents are caused by
aubomobileS and burns, and also that the latter are affected least by

_instruction, especially in the winter months. The obvious conclusion
from this chart is /q /7 50
that miscellaneous
instruction is of
little value. Each /9/8 34city must mike its
own analysis, and
then. center its in- /9/9 45'struction upon its
own needs. This is
necessary nut only 19Z0 Z 0
because of the fact Fit:. 1.-LAccidenta 1 deaths. children of schooi age, St. Louie-- -

al! eansem, 1917-1920_t . the educa-
tional value of the instruction will be greater but also because edU-
cation in accident prevention 'justifies itself on 'purely educational
grounds.

27...treidi.// Nil rljfi I h rep of ircirof4 ape,

I IThe rilmt I'S. 1

A cnnnohile
Street oar
Wagon
Railroad
Burns
Firearm

All ()Own to 6 I 1,.. 1 ( Il 1 1
i

Dre,ning 3 2 i

Total. 1-----7'4 38 t 49 l 0 1 18 1 5

l'Ili'. Lot& show; n ranid decline lu accidents to children ofelementary school ago in spite of 1 he ratheretas intutry condition of secidonts in general.

1917 11118 1 1919 J 1920' 1925 ;
I

4 months,

I.
1 lir22.

Is

3

11 .1 1") 16
1 I

13 3
6

1

4 2 .1

Out- of a total of 125 people killed in St. Louis during the first
four months of the year 1922, 28, or approximately 22 per cent, were
ender 20 years of age. Twelve of these were killed in automobile
accidents, and 3 of these were between the ages of- 6.and 1C approxi-
mately .elementary-school age. These ages. include at least all ele-
mentary-school children. Of the 16 children who were killed from
other causes, only 2 were of school. age. The 16 were distributed as
follows: Three from playing with matches, 6_ from boiling water,
I from a lighted candle, 1 from a bonfire, 1 frinn a street car,
and 3 from drowning. The remarkable thing about these accidents
is the small number of children of school age compared. to thous,
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just younger and older than school age. This is. no doubt, part),
due to the fact that the children are under school supervision a
huge part of the day and,i therefore little subject to accident, but the
fact that the number of deaths to school children has declined so
rapidly with instruction in accident prevention in school indicates

that the faVorable
situation is due
mainly to the result
of the instruction
a n d demonstrates
the value of train-
ing in carefulness

Another point of
very great signifi-
cance must be noted.
During the five

years and four
months covered by
these statistics only
two deaths resulted.
to persons of school
age goihg to and
from school, and
no death occurred
on school premises.
During the same
period approxi
mutely 400 persons
under 20 were killed
by accident in the
homes, on the streets,
and in industry. In

other words, one-half of 1 per cent o the total deaths occurred to
children only indirectly under school supervision. The two children
who were killed were on their way from school. One child who was
stealing a ride on a street car was knocked from it and killed, and
another gas run over by a truck.

'Even during a period when no special instruction was given in
the schgools, and when little concerted effort was made in the -city
in the elimination of accidenti chikiren were safe.from 8.30 in the
morning until 4 in the afternoon; while directly or indirectly under
school, supervision. The serious problem -is that of children and
adults outside of school influence.

The very patent conclusion from these data, then, is that instruc-
tion in accident prevention must be real education; it must not be

Schools
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48 0

Senos
4.7
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FIG. J.Deaths from accidents to pupils of certain schools
(numbers shown on left). St. 1.0u1K, 1917, 191$, 1919.
and January and Feln.nary. 192n.
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spasmodic nor misdirected if it is to he effective. The problem is
specifically that of developing controls within the children them-
$111vese. g., habits, attitudes, and idealsthat will carry over into
the complex life of the community when persons are unsupervised;
when they are left to direct their own energies. This conclusion
Implies a generally misdirected _effort by -safety advocates in that
they have devoted unnecessary energy to the care of school' children
coming out of schools and going home from and coming to school.
The efforts of the schools, the public safety councils, and directors
of safety should be centered upon the problem of the whole popula-
non away from school influences. ;Fhb schools have the finest oppor-
tiinity and the greatest possibility of effecting favorable results.
We must meet our opportunities.

VII, BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The following bibliography has been selected with reference to its
value In assisting the teacher in the meth of instruction-in ac-.
rient prevention. No effort is made here to i elude the vast amount
cif material dealing with the subject matter. ibliographies of mat-
ters of that kind may be had from public' caries, the National
Safety Colincil, local Safety Council, andother sources.,

The chief problem is with reference to meth d, and since this
monograph deals primarily with method the bibli4graphy is limited
to discussions of method.
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